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Introduction  
  
In  the  physics  world,   the  mathe-­
matical   formula   for  momentum   is  p=mv.  
In   the   sports  world,   the   formula   for  mo-­
mentum   is   not   yet   discovered,   though  
every   team   is   feverishly   searching   for   it.  
The   sports   nation   has   always   taken   mo-­
??????????????????????????????????????
ing   in   always   has   an   advantage   and   is  
therefore   more   likely   to   win.   Fact.   This  
???? ????? ?????????? ??? ?????? ??????? ??????
head   for   years.   The   predictions   of   ana-­
lysts  are  many  times  based  on  which  team  
has   momentum.   Point   spreads   are   influ-­
enced   by   how   well   each   team   has   been  
recently  playing.  You  need  momentum  to  
win.   It   elongates   win   streaks.   It   ignites  
comebacks.  It  wins  championships.    
   Or  does  it?  Is  momentum  all  that  
????? ???????? ??? ??? ???? ??? ?????? ????? ???
hind   this   hype?   Does   momentum   from  
previous   games   truly   have   an   effect   on  
the  outcome  of  the  current  one?  This  arti-­
cle   will   explore   game-­to-­game   momen-­
tum  in  the  four  major  American  sports  by  
analyzing  past   statistical   studies  and  per-­
forming  new  ones.  Many  earlier   findings  
have  shown  that  the  outcomes  of  previous  
games   have   no   influence   on   later   out-­
comes.   This   conclusion   may   seem   puz-­
zling   to   readers,   especially   since  psycho-­
logical   momentum   seems   to   be   a   real  
phenomenon.  
     
Within  a  Game  
  
Exploration  into  the  truth  behind  
game-­to-­game  momentum  must  start  with  
a  look  at  psychological  momentum  within  
a  game.    
Sport  science  blogger  Dan  Peter-­
son   claims   the   Oxford   Dictionary   of  
Sports  Science  and  Medicine  defines  psy-­
?????????????????????????????????????????
negative   change   in   cognition,   affect,  
physiology,   and   behavior   caused   by   an  
event  or  series  of  events  that  affects  either  
the   perceptions   of   the   competitors   or,  
perhaps,   the   quality   of   performance   and  
?????????????????????????????????????????
terms,   this   is   that   feeling   of   invincibility  
that   every   athlete   has   felt   after   a   game-­
tying  home  run,  a  punt  return  for  a  touch-­
down,  a  devastating   slap  shot,  or  a   thun-­
derous   slam-­dunk.   Confidence   is   raised  
and   the   player   believes   that   the   event  
could  be  easily  repeated.  
Sports  psychologist  Dr.  Jim  Tay-­
lor   created   a   multidimensional   model   of  
momentum   in   sports.   According   to   Tay-­
lor,   momentum   works   like   a   chain.   A  
precipitating   event   causes   a   change   in  
cognition   and   behavior,   resulting   in   the  
increase  or  decrease  of  performance.  The  
opponent   then   experiences   the   opposite,  
and  the  outcome  is  affected.  
Where  Taylor  and  other  momen-­
tum  proponents  falter  is  the  last  sequence  
??? ???? ?????????? ???????? ???? ?????????
The   change   in   cognition   has   no   proven  
effect  on   the  outcome.   In  1985,  psychol-­
ogy   professors  Thomas  Gilovich   of  Cor-­
nell   University   and   Robert   Vallone   and  
Amos   Tversky   of   Stanford   University  
first  proved  this  when  they  invalidated  the  
????? ??????????? ??? ???????????? ?????? ???
search   established   that   every   basketball  
shot   is   independent;;   a   shooter   has   no  
greater   chance   to   make   a   shot   given   he  
????? ????????????? ??????????????????????
does  not  nullify  momentum  as  a  psycho-­
logical  feeling;;  it  just  shows  that  it  has  no  
statistical   effects.   In   fact,   results   were  
negatively   correlated,   meaning   a   player  
was  more   likely   to  make   a   shot   after   he  
missed  one.  Yet  still  nearly  all  fans,  ana-­
lysts,   and  players  praise   the   shooter  with  
???????????????  
  Dr.   Taylor   overestimates   the  
benefits   of   a   precipitating   event.     An   in-­
terception   returned   for  a   touchdown  may  
propel   a   team   to   victory,   but  merely   be-­
cause   it   provides   seven   points.   Statisti-­
cally,   events   such   as   this   have   not   yet  
been  proven  to  have  a  major  effect  on  the  
rest  of  the  game,  besides  the  fact  that  they  





Why   do   teams   go   on   winning  
streaks?   The   media   would   yell   at   you,  
???????????? ???? ??? ????? ?????? ???? ?????
tion?  
From   a   qualitative   perspective,  
??????? ?? ???????? ??????? ???? ??????? ?????
improves   and   as   a   result   they   win   more  
games.   From   a   quantitative   perspective,  
for  momentum  to  mathematically  exist,  a  
??????? ???????? ??? ???????? ?? ??????????
improve   because   of   a   winning   streak  
coming   in.   If  momentum   does   not   exist,  
every  game  is  independent.  
???????????????????????????????
???????? ??? ???????????????? ????????? ?????
phenomenon  by  looking  at  data    from  the  
1996   MLB   season   and   1996-­1997   and  
1997-­1998   NBA   seasons.   A   combined  
total   of   9,292   wins   and   losses   in   4,646  
games   were   analyzed.   Vergin   analayzed  
??????? ???????? ???? ??????? ???????? ??????
the  Wald-­Wolfowitz  Runs  test  and  the  chi
-­square  goodness  of   fit   test.  His  null   hy-­
pothesis   was   that   momentum   does   not  
exist   and   the   probability   of   winning   a  
game   is   independent  of   the   results   of   re-­
cent  games.    
In   the   Wald-­Wolfowitz   Runs  
test,   each   series   of   consecutive   wins   or  
losses  counts  as  a  run.  If  a  team  wins  two  
games,   loses   three,   wins   one,   and   then  
loses   two,   this   sequence   has   four   runs.  
For  each  team,  the  actual  number  of  runs  
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For  momentum  to  mathe-­
??????????????????????????
chances  of  winning  a  
game  must  improve  be-­
cause  of  a  winning  streak  
coming  in.    If  momentum  
does  not  exist,  every  
game  is  independent.  
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they   experienced   over   the   season   was  
compared   to   the   mean   number   of   runs  
predicted  assuming  each  game  was   inde-­
pendent.   The   results   are   shown   in   the  
table  below:    
If   a   team   has   more   runs   than  
projected,  then  they  have  fewer  long  win-­
ning  streaks  over  the  course  of  the  season,  
disproving   momentum.   15   of   28   MLB  
teams   and   16   of   29  NBA   teams   in   both  
years  had  more  runs   than  projected.  This  
rejects  the  idea  that  momentum  elongates  
streaks.   For   over   half   the   teams   (55%),  
the  predicted  streaks  assuming   independ-­
ence  were  longer  than  the  actual  streaks.    
Only   three  MLB   and   two   NBA  
teams  had  significance  levels  low  enough  
(<0.05)   to   reject   the   null   hypothesis.  
However,  with  86  teams  under  investiga-­
tion  this  number  is  expected.  
One  team,  the  Colorado  Rockies,  
had   a   significance   level   less   than   0.01.  
Yet,  due   to   the  Rockies  playing  environ-­
ment,   this   is   reasonable   (Vergin).   The  
thin  air   in  Denver   is  a  drastic  change   for  
many   visiting   players   who   are   slow   to  
adapt.   This   results   in   longer   home   win-­
ning  streaks  for  the  Rockies.  
The   Wald-­Wolfowitz   runs   test  
does   not   account   for   the   length   of   win-­
ning   streaks,   something   the   chi-­square  
goodness   of   fit   test   addresses.   Using   a  
complicated   formula   that   is   fully   ex-­
???????? ??????????????????? ???????-­square  
test   calculates   the   number   of   streaks   of  
different   lengths   for   the   same   teams   as  
the  first  tests.  The  results  are  shown  in  the  
second  table  below:  
All  of  the  actual  streaks  are  very  
close  to  the  expected  streaks.  None  of  the  
probabilities   come   close   to   the   signifi-­
cance  level  of  0.05  (the  lowest  is  .29  and  
the   average   is   .70).   Once   again,   game  
results  are  proven  to  be  independent.  
Momentum  and  Championships  
  
For   more   proof   to   invalidate  
momentum  over  the  course  of  the  season,  
look  no  further  than  the  recent  champions  
of   the   four   major   sports,   the   Lakers,  
Penguins,   Yankees,   and   Saints.   By  
comparing  the  actual  three-­game  win-­
ning  streaks   in   the  championship   sea-­
sons   of   these   teams   to   the   expected  
probability   of   the   streaks   occurring,  
assuming  each  game  is  independent,  I  
analyze   four   of   the   highest-­profile  
teams.    
In   their   past   championship   sea-­
son,   the   Lakers   were   65-­17,   resulting   in  
about  a  79%  winning  percentage.  For  any  
given   game,   there   is   a   63%   chance   of  
winning   the   next   two   games   (79*79).  
That   means   after   a   win,   there   is   a   63%  
chance  of  going  on  a  three-­game  winning  
streak.  However,  out  of  the  
65  wins,  only  37  were  fol-­
lowed   up   by   two   more  
wins.   Therefore,   a   three  
game  streak  only  happened  
57%   of   the   time,   as   op-­
posed   to   the   mathemati-­
cally   expected   63%.   If  
momentum   were   a   reality,  
the   chance  of  winning   a   game  would   in-­
crease   after   a   win,   and   three-­game   win-­
ning  streaks  would  occur  much  more  than  
63%  of  the  time.  
The   Penguins   experienced   the  
same  phenomenon.  They  won  45  of  their  
82  games  for  a  55%  winning  percentage.  
After   wins,   there   was   a   30%   chance   of  
winning   the   next   two   games.   However,  
this   only   happened   29%   of   the   time  
(13/45).  
The  Yankees  were  the  only  team  
with  more   streaks   than   expected.  With   a  
64%   winning   percentage   (103-­59),   they  
had   a   40%   chance   of   going   on   a   three-­
game   winning   streak   after   a   win.   How-­
ever,   this   happened   after   44  of   their   103  
wins,  or  43%  of  the  time.  Yet,  this  is  only  
3%  more  than  predicted,  not  a  substantial  
discrepancy.  
?????????????????????????????????
challenged   the   momentum   myth.   The  
Colts   were   critiqued   by   the   media   for  
resting   their   players   and   not   playing   for  
an   undefeated   season   and   momentum  
going   into   the  playoffs.  On  January  22nd,  
2010,   days   before   the   Colts   took   on   the  
Jets   for   the   second   time   in   the   season,  
New   York   Times   Columnist   George  
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????? ????????? ?????????? ???????????
not,   because   they   made   it   to   the   Super  
Bowl.   The   Saints   were   dismissed   by  
much  of  the  media  because  they  lost  their  
last   three   regular   season   games.   Colum-­
nist   Michael   David   Smith   of   the   Wall  
Street  Journal,  a  magazine  one  might  ex-­
pect   to   take   more   of   an   objective   ap-­
???????? ?????? ??? ???????? ????????? ???????
Underestimate   Momentum   in   the   Play-­
?????? ??? ?????? ??? ????? ???? ???????
Wald-­Wolfowitz  




Runs   p  
1996  MLB  
AL   81.4   80.5   0.59  
NL   77.3   81.1   0.36  
1996-­1997  NBA   36.1   36.2   0.44  
1997-­1998  NBA   36.5   36.5   0.58  
Chi-­Sqaure  Good-­





Actual   Expected   Actual   Expected  
1996  MLB  
AL   59   68.6   22   18  
NL   62   69.3   15   17.937  
1996-­1997  NBA   54   57.6   18   19.6  
Drew  Brees  and  the  Saints  won  the  Super  Bowl  despite  finishing  the  regular  season  
with  three  consecutive  losses.  
General  Sports  
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??????????? ???????? ?????????????? ??? ?????
???????????????? ?????? ????? ?????? ??????
to  win   the  Super  Bowl.  The   teams  enter-­
ing  the  playoffs  that  won  their  last  regular
-­season  game  won  a   total   of   five  games.  
Teams   entering   following   a   loss   won   a  




So  why  does   the  media  overrate  
momentum?   Humans   strive   for   order.  
When  events  are  clustered,  they  look  for  a  
pattern   as   an   explanation   (Vergin).   As  
Roger   C.   Vergin   explains   in   his   article,  
out   of   15   studies   in   which   people   were  
asked   to   produce   a   random   series   of  
event,  14  of  them  yielded  results  that  con-­
cluded   the   subjects   were   not   good   ran-­
domizers.   Subjects   produced   too   many  
short   runs   and   not   enough   long   runs   be-­
cause   people   believe   streaks   are   caused  
by   something   other   than   random   occur-­
rence.   In   sports,  momentum   is   the   factor  
that   people   use   to   explain   these   long  
streaks.    
Members   of   the  media   first   cite  
momentum   when   a   team   wins   consecu-­
tive   games.   For   example,   according   a  
Yahoo!   Sports   article,   the   Packers  
???????? ???????????? ??????????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????
in   some   betting   lines.   Did   momentum  
play  a  factor?  Apparently  not.  The  Cardi-­
nals  defeated  the  Packers.  
  The   media   jumps   on   the   band-­
?????? ??? ???? ?????? ?????? ???? ????? ?????
momentum.  Many   analysts   predicted   the  
Chargers   to  win   the  Super  Bowl  because  
they   were   on   a   long   winning   streak   and  
had   momentum.   However,   momentum  
never   gets   blamed   for   a   loss.   When   a  
????? ?????? ????? ???????? ??? ??????????
????? ????? ?????? ????? ???????? ????? ???????
play  well,  not  because   the  effects  of  mo-­
mentum  are   truly  present.  Therefore,   no-­
body   questions   the   theory   of  momentum  
and  it  becomes  a  permanent  fixture  in  our  
sports  vocabulary.  
The   truth   is,   games   are   inde-­
pendent  of  each  other  and  momentum  has  
no   measurable   effect.   Yet,   because   most  
fans   have   played   sports   and   felt   the  mo-­
???????????????????????????????????????????
imagine   how   a   team   playing  with   confi-­
?????????????????????????????????????????????
cult   to   fathom   that   in   the   field  of   sports,  
where   all   the   factors   are   human,   the   re-­
sults   turn  out   to  be   statistically  probable.  
The   momentum   narrative   that   fans   and  
???????????????????????????????????????????
is,   once   the   game   starts,   all   previous  
events  are  thrown  out  the  window.  We  all  
??????????????????????????????????????
????? ?????? ????????? ??????????    The   same  
media   that   popularized   that   phrase  needs  
????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Kevin  Durant  finished  the  2009-­
2010  regular   season  with  30.1  points  per  
game,   leading   the   league   in   scoring  over  
LeBron   James,   who   trailed   him   closely  
averaging   just   less   than   30   points   per  
game.     Both  Carmelo  Anthony  and  Kobe  
Bryant   scored   plenty   as   well,   each   aver-­
aging   over   27   points   per   contest.      These  
players   are   each   the   primary   scoring   op-­
?????????????????????????????????????????????
Yet,   they   might   all   be   holding   their  
?????????????????????at  least,  that  is  the  
implication  of  recent  mathematical  analy-­
sis  using  network  theory.  
   ????? ????? ??????? ??????????? ???
prove   after   losing  one  of   its   best   players  
may   in   fact   have   a   network   justification,  
???????? ????????????????????? ?????????????
Brian  Skinner,   a   physicist   at   the  Univer-­
sity  of  Minnesota.  
   Skinner  first  developed  his  ideas  
of  equating  players  on  a  basketball   court  
to  a  traffic  network  with  a  couple  of  posts  
on  his  blog,  Gravity  and  Levity.    Then  in  
March,   Skinner   earned   second   place   for  
these   expanded   ideas   in   the   MIT   Sloan  
Sports   Analytics   Conference   research  
paper  contest  (see  pages  26  -­  35  for  cov-­
erage).      In   order   to   understand   the   ideas  
??????????????????????????? ??? ??? ??????????
??? ???????? ?? ???????? ??????? ?????????
Paradox.  
  
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?   
  
Credited   to   German   mathemati-­
cian  Dietrich  Braess,  ????????????????? ???
a   concept   most   commonly   seen   in   road  
traffic  networks,  and  the  notion  is  simple:  
the   removal   of   a   road   can   actually   im-­
prove  traffic  flow  in  a  network.    To  grasp  
this   counterintuitive   result,   consider   the  
following   simple   example   (Kleinberg  
240):  
   There  is  a  town  A  located  on  the  
outskirts   of   a   large   city.      There   are   two  
paths   from   town  A   to  a  particular  down-­
town   location   D:   either   through   a   path  
that   travels   through  another   suburb  B  on  
its  way  to  D,  or  a  path  that  travels  through  
suburb   C   on   its   way   to   D.      So   the   two  
available   paths   are   A-­B-­D   and   A-­C-­D,  
which  are  depicted  below  in  Figure  1.  
   Now  the  A-­C  and  B-­D  roads  are  
insensitive   to   congestion-­   that   is,   each  
takes  45  minutes  to  traverse  regardless  of  
the  number  of  cars  traveling  on  them.    On  
the   other   hand,   the   A-­B   and   C-­D   roads  
are   narrower   and   are   very   sensitive   to  
traffic  congestion.     We  will  say  the  com-­
mute   on   each   one   takes   x/100   minutes,  
where   x   is   the   number   of   cars   using   the  








   Now  suppose  4,000  cars  want  to  
make  the  morning  commute  from  A  to  D.    
Well,   there   are   two   possible   routes   to  
choose:  the  upper  route  through  B,  or  the  
lower  route  through  C.    If  the  cars  evenly  
distributed   themselves   over   each   of   the  
two   routes,   the   travel   time   would   be   65  
minutes   for   everyone,   since   2000/100   +  
45   =   65.      Notice   that   when   the   drivers  
evenly  distribute   themselves  between   the  
two   routes   in   this  network,  no  driver  has  
an   incentive   to   switch   over   to   the   other  
route.      If   one   driver   switched   from   the  
lower   route   to   the   upper   route,   then   his  
travel   time  would   increase   to  65.01  min-­
utes   since  2001/100  +  45  =  65.01.     As  a  
result,   if   a   driver   taking   the   upper   route  
????? ?????? ??? ????? ????????? ????????? ???
join   his   route   and   increase   everyone   on  
?????????? ???????? ???????? ?????? ????????
or   she   would   switch   to   the   lower   route-­  
restoring   the   balance   of   the   system.    
Thus,   2000   drivers   deciding   to   travel   on  
each  route  is  said  to  form  a  Nash  Equilib-­
rium.  
   Now  consider  that  a  new  road  is  
constructed   in   the   network,   connecting  
suburbs  B  and  C.    Suburbs  B  and  C  hap-­
pen   to   quite   close   in   proximity,   and   the  
new   highway   connecting   them   is   very  
?????? ? ???? ???????????? ?????? ?????? ????
travel   time   along   this  B-­C  edge   as  0,   re-­
gardless   of   the   number   of   cars   traveling  
on   it.      Now   intuition   would   lead   us   to  
???????? ????? ????????? ??????? ?????? ?????
improve   from  A   to  D   after   the   new  B-­C  
highway   is   added.      But   look   what   hap-­








   Every   driver   taking   the   upper  
route  has  a  decision   to  make  when  he  or  
she   reaches   suburb  B:  either   continue  on  
the   B-­D   highway,   which   will   take   45  
minutes   no  matter   how  many   cars   travel  
on  it,  or  take  the  quick  path  from  B-­C  and  
then   travel   from  C-­D   along   the   highway  
which   is   sensitive   to   traffic   congestion.    
However,  each  driver  knows  that  the  B-­C
-­D  route  will  take  a  total  of  40  minutes  at  
worst,  since  there  are  4000  total  drivers  in  
the   network   and   0   +   4000/100   =   40.    
Thus,  every  driver  on  the  upper  route  will  
forgo  the  B-­D  path  and  take  the  shorter  B
-­C-­D  route.  
   This   decision   has   big   conse-­
quences  on   the   travel   times   for  everyone  
in   the   network,   however.      Every   driver  
will   understandably   do   what   is   best   for  
his  or  her  own  self-­interests  and   take   the  
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  path  which  provides  them  with  the  short-­
est  travel  time.    As  a  result,  all  4000  driv-­
ers   leaving   town   A   will   take   the   A-­B  
edge,   travel   along   the   quick   highway   to  
from   B   to   C,   and   then   travel   from   C   to  
their   downtown   destination   D.      Notice  
that   no   driver   can   benefit   by   changing  
their   route,   since   taking   either   the   A-­C  
path   or   the   B-­D   path   would   increase  
travel  time  to  85  minutes.    Thus,  the  new  
Nash  Equilibrium  for  this   traffic  network  
is   a   travel   time   of   80   minutes   for   each  
driver.  
   But   this   is   a   worse   result   than  
before.     After  adding  a  highway   from  C-­
??? ???? ??????? ??? ????? ????????? ????????
increased  by  23%,  from  65  to  80  minutes.    
???? ????? ????????????????????? ??????????
tion  of  a  road  can  actually  increase  every-­
?????? ??????? ?????? ???? ?????????????? ????
removal   of   a   road   can   actually   decrease  
?????????????????????????  
   There   are   several   examples   of  
this   occurring   in   real   traffic   networks   in  
cities   throughout   the   world.      During   the  
???????? ???? ?????
cisco   traffic   conges-­
tion   decreased   after  
a n    e a r t hq ua ke  
knocked   out   an   im-­
portant   freeway.      In  
2008,   New   York  
City  Mayor  Michael  
Bloomberg   shut  
down   portions   of  
Broadway,   conse-­
quently   improving  
traffic,   and   is   still  
advocating   the   pro-­
cedure   in   other   parts   of   the   city  
(Summers).      There   are   numerous   more  
examples,   including   in   Stuttgart,   Ger-­
many   and   Seoul,   Korea.      British   transit  
engineer   Stephen   Atkins   noted   of   many  
????????????????????????????????????????????
traffic  was  not   just  displaced?a   lot  of   it  
???????????????????????  
  
Application  to  Basketball  
  
   So   how   do   traffic   networks   in  
San  Francisco  and  New  York  City   relate  
??? ??????? ????????? ??????? ??????? ??????
?????? ?????????? ????????? ???????? ???? ????
blog   Gravity   and   Levity   for   all   to   see,  
Skinner   diagrammed   a   simple   play   for   a  
basketball  team  in  a  similar  fashion  to  our  
traffic   network   above.         The   players   on  
the  court  are  represented  as  nodes  (similar  
to   the   towns  and  suburbs   in  our  previous  
example),  and  edges  connect  some  of  the  
nodes,   representing   different   passes  
which   will   ultimately   allow   the   ball   to  
reach  the  basket.    Along  each  edge,  Skin-­
ner   denoted   a   function   which   indicated  
the   probability   that   portion   of   the   play  
would   be   completed   successfully.      Skin-­
ner  proceeds  to  find  the  Nash  Equilibrium  
solution   of   his   diagrammed   play   in   the  
same  manner  in  which  we  found  the  Nash  
Equilibrium  solution  for  traffic  networks.  
   Next,   Skinner   removes   a   player  
from   his   play   entirely,   imagining   a   sce-­
?????? ??? ?????? ???? ????? ?????? ???? ??????
???????? ??? ??????? ??? ????? ????????? ? ??? ?????
new  version  of  the  play  lacking  the  option  
to  pass   to   the  center,  Skinner  performs  a  
fairly   simple   calculation   which   shows  
that   the   play   results   in   a   made   basket  
37.5%  of  the  time.    Thus,  without  the  star  
center   involved,   the  play  efficiency  actu-­
ally  improved  compared  to  when  the  star  
??????????? ?? ????? ??? ???? ?????? ? ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????
dox  at  work  in  a  basic  basketball  model.  
   Unfortunately,  this  model  is  very  
simplistic.      There   are   many   assumptions  
made   in   this   model  
which   prevent   us  
from   taking   the   re-­
sults  of   this  example  
too   literally.      For  
example,   defense   is  
not   taken   into   ac-­
count-­   a   huge   as-­
sumption   for   any  
basketball   diagram.    
Another ,    which  
Skinner   elaborates  
on,   is   that   the  model  
considered   the   of-­
?????????????????????????? ?????????????????
because   (1)   [the   point   guard]   is   better  
than   (2)   [the   shooting   guard]   at   driving  
???????????????????????????????????????????
every   single   time??? ? ? ?????? ??? ??????????
the   appropriate  way   to  optimize   the  play  
is  to  actually  consider  all  options  simulta-­
neously.      When   doing   so   (and   again   in-­
cluding   the  star  center),  he  calculates   the  
optimum   efficiency   for   this   play   is   actu-­
ally  42.3%.    That  is,  the  play  will  result  in  
a   made   basket   for   the   offense   42.3%   of  
????????????????????????????????????????????
considered  simultaneously  and  utilized  in  
an  optimal  fashion.  
A  crucial  point  is  that  the  players  
will  shoot  different  field-­goal  percentages  
at  optimality.    For  this  play,  Skinner  tabu-­
lates   that   the   point   guard  makes   50%   of  
his  shots  at  optimality,  the  2-­guard  shoots  
77.5%   from   the   field,   and   the   center  
makes  62.5%  of  his   shots.     When  seeing  
?????? ????????? ????????????? ?? ????????
natural  instinct  may  be  to  take  some  shots  
away  from  the  point  guard  and  give  them  
to   the   shooting   guard.     However,   adjust-­
ing   the   amount  of   shooting  opportunities  
for   the   players   at   each   of   the   positions  
will   affect   their   shooting   percentages,  
and,  as  a   result,   reduce   the  proportion  of  





So   how   does   this   relate   to  
LeBron   James,   Kevin   Durant,   Carmelo  
Anthony,   or   Kobe   Bryant?      Well   these  
players   are   all   the   most   talented   scorers  
on  their  respective  teams,  as  indicated  by  
????????????????????????? ???????????????
ing  list.    And  yet,  we  have  indicated  with  
?????? ?????????? ???????? ??? ?????????
???????? ??? ??????????? ????? ?????? ???????
overall   efficiency   may   actually   improve  
when  they  are  not  on  the  court  or  part  of  a  
particular  play.    To  almost  any  basketball  
fan,  this  can  come  as  a  shocking,  counter-­
intuitive  result.  
As   it   turns   out,   prior   to   Brian  
?????????? ???????? ?????????? ????? ???????
??????????? ???????????? ???????? ???? ?????
ally  been  a  general  heuristic  in  the  sports  
world   for   a   number   of   years.      Almost  
everyone   who   has   played   the   game   can  
recall   a   ball-­hog   that   has   been   on   their  
team   at   one   point   in   their   lives  who   has  
cost  them  a  victory.    Moreover,  fans  eas-­
ily   spot   these   ball-­hogs   while   watching  
games,   and   are   quick   to   condemn   these  
?????? ????????? ? ??? ?????-­winning   jour-­
Network  Theory  and  the  NBA  
In  this  new  version  of  the  
play  lacking  the  option  to  
pass  to  the  center,  Skin-­
ner  performs  a  fairly  
simple  calculation  which  
shows  that  the  play  re-­
sults  in  a  made  basket  
37.5%  of  the  time.  
?????????????????????????????????????????
with  and  without  the  center  involved.  
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nalist   Rick   Reilly   once   said   in   an   inter-­
???????????????????????????????? ???????
remember   the   days   when   Kobe   would  
drive   down   the   lane   and   three   people  
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
some  obvious  examples.    It  is  not  difficult  
to   see   how   a   complete   ball-­hog   can   de-­
?????? ?? ??????? ???????? ?????? ????????? ??
game.  
This   heuristic   view   could   be  
taken   a   bit   further,   however.      One   such  
person  to  explore  the  idea  was  ESPN  col-­
umnist   Bill   Simmons,   a.k.a.   The   Sports  
Guy,   who   dubbed   his   observations   as  
??????????????????? ????????? ?????????
(and   millions   of   other   NBA   fans)   noted  
that  the  New  York  Knicks  seemed  to  per-­
form  better  when  their  star  player,  Patrick  
Ewing,   was   injured   or   in   foul   trouble.    
His  theory  was  simple:  that  a  team  could  
perform  better   in   the   absence  of   its   best,  
or  star,  player.  
As   Simmons   notes,   there   have  
been   numerous  
examples   of   the  
Ewing   Theory   at  
work   in   all   sports.    
The   Seattle   Mari-­
ners   won   116  
games   in   2001  
after   superstars  
Randy   Johnson,  
Alex   Rodriguez,  
and   Ken   Griffey  
Jr.  all  left  the  team  
over   the   previous  
three  seasons.    The  
Tennessee   Volun-­
teers   won   the   na-­
tional  title  the  year  
after   Peyton   Man-­
ning   graduated.    
The   Utah   Utes  
basketball   team  
made   the   NCAA  
title  game   the  year  
after   collegiate  
superstar   Keith  
Van   Horn   left   for  
the  NBA.     The  list  
goes   on   and   on.    
But   perhaps   the  
best   test   of   the  
theory  came   in   the  
1999   NBA   Play-­
offs   when   Patrick  
Ewing  himself  was  
badly   injured   dur-­
ing  the  second  game  
of   the   Eastern   Con-­
ference   Finals,   but  
the  Knicks   rallied  without   Ewing   to   win  
three  of  the  next  four  games  and  make  the  
???? ???????? ? ???????? ??????? ???? ?????
???????????????????????????????????  
As  you  might  expect  (or  at   least  
hope),  professionals  are  very  good  at  de-­
termining   the   Nash   equilibria   in   their  
respective   fields.      As   a   brief   example,  
consider   professional   soccer   players   and  
goalies   strategies   during   penalty   kicks.    
The   kicker   can   decide   to   either   shoot   to  
the  left  or  the  right  side,  while  the  goalie  
can   choose   to   dive   either   to   the   left   or  
right   side.      Now   based   on   a   set   of   data  
including  1400  past  penalty  kicks,  goalies  
decided  to  dive  to  the  left  side  42%  of  the  
time,  while  kickers  chose  to  shoot  toward  
the  left  side  40%  of  the  time.    As  it  turns  
out,   these   players   strategies   tended   to  
coincide   very   closely   with   the   expected  
Nash   equilibria   as   determined   by   re-­
searchers.      The   researchers   determined  
that   the  Nash  Equilibria   for   this  situation  
was  that  the  goalie  would  dive  to  the  left  
side   42%   of   the   time   and   the   kicker  
would   kick   to   the   left   side   39%   of   the  
time?almost   exactly   what   occurred   in  




Simmons   (whom   many   would  
argue  is  an  NBA  expert  based  on  his  pro-­
fession,   knowledge,   and   experience)   in  
essence   spotted   the   absence   of   this   opti-­
mal  Nash  equilibria   for   teams   that   strug-­
gled  despite   the  presence  of  a  star  player  
in   his   Ewing   Theory?????? ??? ??? ???????
do   so   mathematically   or   formulaically.    
However,   it  would  prove  even  more  use-­
ful   if   one   were   able   to   explicitly   find  
these  optimal  Nash  equilibria  with  which  
NBA   teams   could   guide   their   playbook.    
Imagine  the  value  in  that  sort  of  informa-­
tion-­  that  is,  in  knowing  which  plays  you  
should   run,   how   often   you   should   run  
them,  and  how  often  your  players  should  
exercise  each  option  of  a  particular  play.    
This  is  the  next  step  to  understanding  the  
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Kevin  Durant  led  the  league  in  scoring,  but  possibly  to  the  detri-­
????????????????????????????????????????  
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   The   NFL-­NFLPA   negotiations  
have  been  the  focus  of  much  media  atten-­
tion,  but  Major  League  Soccer  (MLS)  just  
went  through  the  most  important  negotia-­
tions   of   its   brief   history.   The   Collective  
Bargaining  Agreement  (CBA)  of  the  past  
five   years   recently   ended,   and  MLS   and  
the  MLS  Players  Union  struggled   to  find  
a   resolution   satisfactory   to   both   parties.  
Players   wanted   more   freedom   to   move  
between   teams   and   guaranteed   contracts,  
while  the  owners  tried  to  maintain  control  
in  order   to  bring  more   teams   into  profit-­
ability.   If   the   negotiations   had   fallen  
through,  it  could  have  been  the  end  of  the  
MLS   and   professional   soccer   in   the   US,  
at  least  for  the  near  future.  Fortunately  for  
soccer   fans,   both   sides   agreed   to   a   new  
CBA   just   before   the   season   started.   The  
key   question   is   whether   this   agreement  
will   ensures   success   for   the   owners,   the  
players,  and  soccer  in  the  U.S.  
  
Professional  Soccer  in  the  U.S.  
  
   In   order   to   understand   the   bar-­
gaining  position  of  the  MLS,   it   is   impor-­
tant  to  understand  the  history  of  the  MLS  
and   its   predecessor,   the   North   American  
Soccer   League   (NASL).   The  NASL  was  
the   first   attempt   to   bring   professional  
soccer   to   the   U.S.,   but   it   collapsed   in  
1985   due   to   over-­expansion.   Originally,  
the   NASL   was   somewhat   popular   with  
fans,   but   overexpansion   ended   up   de-­
stroying  the  league.  There  were  too  many  
teams   and   not   enough   available   talent,  
leading   teams   to   pay   enormous   sums   to  
import   older   European   players   past   their  
prime.   In   addition,   few  Americans   knew  
who   these   soccer   stars  were,   limiting   the  
ability   to   promote   suc-­
cessful   players.   With-­
out   a   salary   cap,   sala-­
ries   quickly   became  
much   too   expensive  
and  owners   sold  or   left  
their   teams.  The  NASL  
collapsed,   leaving  
many   to   wonder   about  
the   future   of   soccer   in  
the  US.  
   In   1993,   as  
part   of   the  U.S.   bid   for  
the   '94  World  Cup,   the  
MLS  was  founded.  The  
first  season  was  in  1996  
and   contained   10  
teams.  However,   popu-­
larity   fell   after   the   first  
season  and  continued  to  
slide  until  2002,  when  the  US  did  surpris-­
ingly  well  in  the  World  Cup.  The  national  
team's   success,   along   with   the   focus   on  
homegrown   talent   such   as   Freddy   Adu,  
helped   bring   interest   back.   Big   name  
players   have   signed   lucrative   contracts  
with  major  European  teams,  such  as  Tim  
Howard   with   Manchester   United.   With  
the  increasing  success  of  the  MLS,  teams  
were   allowed  
one   desig-­
nated   player,  
usually   a   star  
such  as  David  
B e c k h a m  
whose   large  
salary   didn't  
fully   count   toward   the   meager   $2.3  mil-­
lion   salary   cap   per   team.   These   stars   al-­
lowed   teams   to   draw   much   larger   fan  
bases   while   also   improving   the   team's  
play  significantly  with  minimal  impact  on  
the   total   salary.   The   previous   CBA   kept  
the   salary   cap   fairly   low   in  order   to  pre-­
vent   the   league   from   following   in   the  
footsteps   of   the  NASL,   and   this   strategy  
will   remain   with   the   league   until   they  
attract  a  large  fan  base  in  the  US.  
  
Old  Collective  Bargaining  Agreement  
   The   past   CBA,   which   expired  
February  25th,  was  deemed  unsuitable  by  
the  players.  The  deadline  to  come  up  with  
a  new  agreement  was  pushed  back  twice,  
as   the   league   and   the   union  were   unable  
to  come  to  terms.  Specifically,  the  players  
were   unhappy   about   the   lack   of   guaran-­
teed   contracts,   which   meant   teams   were  
not  responsible  for  paying  contracts  when  
they  cut  a  player.  The  players  also  wanted  
the  freedom  to  move  between  teams  after  
their   contract   expired,   instead   of   the   old  
??????? ?????? ?? ????? ?????? ?????????
rights   even   if   their   contract   had   expired.  
The   system   was   similar   to   the   reserve  
clause   in   baseball,   which   stipulated   that  
players   were   not   allowed   to   move   be-­
tween   teams   unless   their   rights   were  
traded.  The  clause  was  removed  in  1975,  
and  all  other  major  sports  in  the  U.S.  have  
followed  suit.      
   These  policies  were  agreed  upon  
in   2004,   when  MLS   was   still   struggling  
and  it  was  doing  all  it  could  to  keep  costs  
down.   The   2004   agreement   was   signed  
after   an   eight   year   stretch   where   teams  
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The  success  and  profitability  of  expansion  
teams  such  as  the  Seattle  Sounders  supported  
????????????????????????????????????????????
different  than  they  were  five  years  ago.  
MLS  Commissioner  Don  Garber  (left)  and  MLS  Players  
Union  Executive  Director    Bob  Foose  (right)    shake  hands  
after  agreeing  to  a  new  CBA.  
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lost  a  total  of  $350  million.  While  there  is  
still   a   focus   on   lowering   expenses,   the  
success   and   profitability   of   expansion  
teams   such   as   the   Seattle   Sounders   sup-­
ported   the   union's   position   that   circum-­
stances   are   different   than   they   were   five  
years   ago.   The   Sounders,   in   their   first  
year   in   MLS,   set   the   season   attendance  
record,  selling  out  every  home  gain.  This  
year,   the   team   is   on   track   to   break   their  
previous   record   due   to   the   10,000   ticket  
increase   in  season   tickets,  most  of  which  
have   already   been   sold.   However,   it   is  
important  to  note  that  the  vast  majority  of  
teams   are   still   not   profitable   and   the  
league   needed   to   protect   these   teams   as  
much  as  possible  when  it  signed  the  new-­
est  CBA.    
  
New  Collective  Bargaining  Agreement  
   The  new  CBA,  signed  on  March  
20th,  will  give  the  league  some  breathing  
room  for  the  next  five  years,  when  nego-­
tiations   will   begin   all   over   again.   The  
biggest   addition   to   this   version   is   a   re-­
entry   draft   for   players,   which   will   occur  
every  December.  This  will   allow  players  
who   no   longer   have   contracts   to   be  
picked   up   by   new   teams,   who   will   then  
hopefully  give  them  a  contract.  However,  
this   is  still  a   long  way   from  free  agency,  
where  players  are  able  to  move  from  team  
to   team   as   soon   as   their   contract   ends.  
Additionally,   players   who   are   over   24  
with  at   least   three  years  of  experience   in  
the  league  will  have  guaranteed  contracts,  
a   large   improvement   for  players  over   the  
past   system,   which   lacked   guaranteed  
contracts.    
   The   salary   cap   has   also   in-­
creased   10%   for   the   current   season,   to  
$2.55   million,   with   5%   yearly   increases  
after   the   current   season.   The   increased  
salary   cap   also   led   to   an   increase   in   the  
minimum   salary   by   approximately   18%,  
with   the  same  5%  yearly   increase  for   fu-­
ture   seasons.   The   larger   salary   cap   also  
led   to   a  new  development   after   the   sign-­
ing   of   the   CBA,   allowing   teams   to   have  
two   designated   players   instead   of   one,  
and  giving  teams  the  option  of  paying  for  
a   third.  This  will  allow  teams   to  bring   in  
more   star   players,   hopefully   attracting  
more   fans   to   games.   The   ability   to   pur-­
chase   a   third   designated   player   allows  
richer   teams   to  bring  even  more   talent   to  
their  teams,  while  the  penalty  paid  goes  to  
less  profitable   teams   to  even   the  field,   in  
terms  of  money.    
  
Which  Side  Won?    
   Even  after  the  increases  to  salary  
and   re-­entry   draft,   the   CBA   appears   to  
benefit   the  owners  more   than   the  players  
because  there  is  still  no  true  free  agency.  
Free   agency  would   give   individual   play-­
ers   much   more   power,   forcing   teams   to  
pay   much   higher   salaries.   Members   of  
MLS  told  the  media  there  was  no  chance  
of  a   real   free  agency  occurring,  and   they  
maintained  this  position  throughout  nego-­
tiations.   The   main   reason   the   league   did  
not  cede   to  pressure   from  the  union  over  
this  issue  is  because  the  players  lack  lev-­
erage.   Most   of   the   owners   of   the   teams  
are  wealthy,   and  don't   need   the   revenues  
from  their  teams.  However,  many  players  
depend   on   soccer   for   a   steady   stream   of  
revenue,   which   would   disappear   if   they  
were  to  strike.    
   A   strike   would   have   had   the  
largest   impact   on   the   new   Philadelphia  
Union   team,   who   need   a   strong   start   in  
order  to  attract  fans  and  have  a  chance  at  
becoming   profitable.   Philadelphia   previ-­
ously  had  a  team  with  the  NASL,  drawing  
over   22,000   fans   per   match.   A   strong  
group   of   supporters   already   exists   in   the  
city,   but   they   would   have   probably   be-­
come   discouraged   if   the   season   was  
pushed  back  or  cancelled  due   to  contract  
negotiations.    
   Also,   the   New   York   Red   Bulls  
recently   finished   construction   on   a   new  
stadium   for   this   season,   and   a   strike  
would  mean  the  team  would  have  to  take  
a   significant   loss   on   the   construction.  
This   is   one   of   the   few   stadiums   that   has  
been   specially  built   for   soccer,   and   is   an  
important   step   to   raising   awareness   of  
soccer   and   the  MLS   in   the  States.  Popu-­
larity   has   continued   to   rise   over   the   past  
several  years,  and  it  should  continue  to  do  
so   for   the   foreseeable   future.   Since   the  
Players  Union   decided   not   to   organize   a  
strike,   all   the   past   work   and   popularity  
gained  will   not   be  wasted   as   fans  would  
turn  to  other  sports  for  entertainment.      
   I   am   an   extremely   passionate  
soccer   fan,   and   am   happy   that   the   nego-­
tiations   are   finally   over.   The   season   has  
started,  and  should  be  more  exciting  than  
ever  with  the  addition  of  more  designated  
player   spots.   However,   the   league   will  
need  to  carefully  monitor  teams  to  ensure  
a   repeat   of   the   NASL   does   not   occur.  
Soccer  in  the  US  will  continue  for  at  least  
another   five   years,   and   should   see   even  
more   fans   as   the  World  Cup   focuses   the  
nation's  attention  on  the  sport  of  soccer.  
?????????????????????????
erage  is  the  main  reason  
the  league  did  not  cede  
to  pressure  from  the  un-­
ion  over  the  [free  
agency]  issue.  
The  expansion  Seattle  Sounders  have  sold  out  every  game  played.    The  league  and  
players  hope  to  see  a  continued  rise  in  popularity  under  the  new  agreement.  
MLS  
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Introduction  
  
   While   Tiger   Woods   may   be  
????? ??????????????-­?????????????????????
important  to  note  that  this  ranking  speaks  
to   annual   income,   not   salary.     An   iconic  
???????? ??????? ??????????????? ????? ???
come  ($110  million)  came  from  lucrative  
endorsement   deals,   appearance   fees,   and  
his  golf  course  design  business.1     In  fact,  
Woods  made  only  $5.77  million  by  actu-­
ally   playing   golf,   less   than   most,   if   not  
all,   so-­called   big-­name   athletes   in   the  
????? ?????? ????????? ????????????? ???????
leagues.2      Unlike   American   team-­sport  
athletes,  and  most  working  professionals,  
professional   golfers   do   not   receive   tradi-­
tional   salaries   for   their   participation   in  
professional   golf.   Instead,   PGA   Tour  
golfers   are   compensated   based   on   their  
individual   performance   in   PGA   tourna-­
ments   and   most   do   not   benefit   from   the  
lavish   additional   sources   of   income   like  
Woods  does.        
   Furthermore,   regular   season  
PGA   tournaments   tend   to   vary   in   aggre-­
gate   available   winnings   (purse   size),   po-­
tentially  altering  the  incentives  of  golfers  
week  by  week.    Just  as  an  increase  in  the  
commission  rate  for  a  sales  representative  
would   likely   increase   his   or   her   motiva-­
tion   or   effort,   we   would   expect   larger  
PGA   tournament   purse   sizes   to   provide  
golfers   with   extra   incentives   that   would  
lead   to   additional   effort.   However,   some  
golfers,  like  Woods,  may  claim  that  purse  
size   is   not   the   main   incentive   that   moti-­
vates  them  to  try  harder  one  week  versus  
another.   Rather,   according   to   the   fourth  
ranked   golfer   in   the   world,   Lee   West-­
wood,  motivation  and  incentive  emanates  
from   the   prestige   of   winning   a   Major  
Tournament,3  or  even  winning  at  all;;  "I'm  
not   even   thinking   about   the   money   list.  
?? ? ????? ??????? ??? ?????4     While  West-­
wood   and   Woods   may   share   this   senti-­
ment   with  many   of   the   very   top   golfers,  
the   majority   of   golfers,   with   relatively  
few   additional   sources   of   income,   are  
trying   to   increase   their   PGA   Tour   earn-­
ings   and   not   just   their   fame   or   legacy.  
Thus,   this   paper   will   test   the   theory   that  





   In   defining   pay   schemes,   em-­
ployers   often   try   to  maximize   the   incen-­
tive   effects   of   the   system.     While   imple-­
menting  a  pay-­for-­performance  scheme  is  
???????? ????? ????? ???????? ???? ??? ?????
????? ?????????5   some   key   components  
must   exist   for   the   system   to   create   good  
incentive  effects.    The  first  component  of  
a   sensible   pay-­for-­
performance   plan   is  
a   strong   link   be-­
tween   output   and  
effort.      When   a  
????????? ??????? ????
effort   are   closely  
associated,   the   in-­
centive   effects   will  
be   great,   ultimately  
aligning   an   individ-­
???? ??????????? ???
fort   with   pay.      Sea-­
condly,   pay-­for-­
performance   plans  
????? ????? ????????
measures   that   coin-­
????? ????? ???? ??????????? ????????? ??????
??????? ?    While      qualitative   measures   are  
often  more   important   to  a   firm,  quantita-­
tive   forms   of   output   are   easier   to   meas-­
ure.6     Furthermore,  once   the   system  is   in  
place,   employees   weigh   their   own   costs  
and  benefits  of  added  effort.    
   ??????????? ????????????? ????
vide   another   form   of   worker   motivation  
within   an   internal   labor   market?
exposing  further  the  factors  impacting  an  
??????????? ?????? ??? ???????? ? ??? ?????????
how   much   effort   to   devote,   employees  
will  choose  to  put  forth  extra  effort  if  the  
marginal   benefits   outweigh   the   marginal  
costs.     To  calculate  the  benefits  of  added  
effort   employees   must   consider   the  
??????????? ????????????? ??? ???????? ???
achieving   a   promotion,   raise,   or   bonus.    
Thus,  once  again,  output  must  be  closely  
aligned   with   effort   to   create   genuine   in-­
centives  for  effort.     Employees  must  also  
????????? ???? ?????? ??? ????????????? ????????
How  big  is  the  raise  or  bonus  that  you  are  
shooting  for?    How  substantial  is  the  pro-­
motion?      The   value   is   measured   as   the  
difference   between   what   is   received   by  
the  winner  and  the  losers.    Therefore,  the  
larger  the  disparity,  the  greater  the  incen-­
tives   are   to   expend   extra   effort.7   Ulti-­
mately,   these   factors   combine   to   help  
?????????????????????????????????????????  
   By   apply-­
ing   these   factors   to  
the   pay   system   of  
professional  golf,  we  
can   assess   the  
strength  of  its   incen-­
tive  effects.    First,    it  
is   important   to   note  
that   golfers,   like  
typical   employees,  
can   choose   their  
levels   of   effort.    
Golfers   can   increase  
their   effort   by   prac-­
ticing  more,   concen-­
trating  harder,  party-­
ing   less,   devoting  
more   time   to   physical   conditioning,   or  
resting  more.     Secondly,     before  discuss-­
ing   the   pay   system   and   incentive   effects  
of  professional  golf,  we  must  first  under-­
stand  the  basic  structure  of  the  PGA  Tour.    
The   PGA   Tour   schedule   consists   of   37  
regular   season   events,   spanning   from  
January  to  August.    As  of  2007,  the  PGA  
Tour   implemented   a   playoff   system,   the  
FedEx   Cup.      In   addition   to   monetary  
prizes,   each   regular   season   tournament  
allocates  FedEx  Cup  points  to  the  players  
based  on  how  they  finish  in  the  particular  
tournament.      At   the   end   of   the   regular  
season,  the  Top  125  players  on  the  FedEx  
Cup   points   list   qualify   to   participate   in  
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Just  as  an  increase  in  the  
commission  rate  for  a  
sales  representative  
would  likely  increase  his  
or  her  motivation  or  ef-­
fort,  we  would  expect  
larger  PGA  tournament  
purse  sizes  to  provide  
golfers  with  extra  incen-­
tives  that  would  lead  to  
additional  effort.  
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the   FedEx   Cup   playoffs.      The   playoff  
consists   of   four   additional   tournaments  
with   higher   prize   money   (compared   to  
regular   season   tournaments)   and   points  
purses.     Additional   incentive   is   provided  
by   the   fact   that   the   player  with   the  most  
overall  points  at  the  end  of  the  playoffs  is  
crowned   the   FedEx   Cup   Champion   and  
awarded  an  additional  $10  million.8     Re-­
turning   to   our   theory,   does   the   structure  
and  pay  system  in  professional  golf  create  
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????  
   Like   more   traditional   pay-­for-­
performance   schemes,   PGA   tournament  
prizes   are   awarded   based   on   output,   or  
finishing   score.      The   disparity   between  
the  winning  prize  and  the  last  place  prize  
is   extremely   significant.9     While   the   size  
of   prizes   varies   between   tournaments,  
changing   the   incentives   of   the   field   as   a  
whole,   incentives   can   also   vary   depend-­
???? ??? ??????????? ????????? ?????? ????
points   rankings.      For   the   purpose   of   this  
??????? ????? ??????? ??? ??????? ????????????
by   tournament   purse   size   as   well   as   a  
????????? ???????????? ??? ???? ?????? ????
points   list   during   the   latter   part   of   the  
??????????????????????????????????????????
the  playoffs  and  having  a  chance  at  win-­
ning   more   money)   when   players   are   not  
comfortably  in  the  Top  125  with  only  ten  
or  so  tournaments  remaining.      
Furthermore,  this  paper  uses  two  
???????????????? ??? ????????? ????????? ??????
tives:   players   who   were   comfortably  
?????????? ??????? ???? ???? ????????? ????? ????
or  so  tournaments  remaining,  and  players  
???? ????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ??????? ????
playoffs   at   the   same   point   in   the   season.    
As   required   of   effective   pay-­for-­
performance  systems,   there   is  a  plausible  
??????????? ???????? ?? ????????? ??????? ????
performance,  or  output.    When  more  is  at  
?????? ?????? ???????? ???? ??? ???? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ???? ????? ??? ??????? ?????? ????
formance  to  be  better  (lower  scores).    
  
Test  and  Results  
  
   In   order   to   effectively   test   our  
theory,   we   needed   to   account   for   two  
issues   when   compiling   the   test   data.    
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ????????? ?????????????????????????
ances   were   compared   to   their   own,   not  
other   players.      Secondly,   to   remove   the  
variable   differences   between   courses?
type,   length,   difficulty,   etc.,   we   focused  
??? ????????? ????????????? ??? ????????????
played   on   the   same   course   each   year.    
Accounting   for   these   issues   leads   to   the  
following   sample.      Two   classifications  
were   initially   identified:   players   who  
???????????? ?????????? ??????? ???? ???? ?????
offs   with   nine   regular   season   events   re-­
maining   in   a   given   season,   and   players  
???? ????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ??????? ????
playoffs  at  the  same  point  in  the  season.10    
Next,   a   list  was   created   comprised  of   all  
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??? ????? ???? ????? ??? ???? ?????????
classification   in   2008.      The   list   also   in-­
cluded  players  who  had  this  type  of  rela-­
tionship   in   2008   and   2009.     Of   the   nine  
remaining   regular   season   tournaments,  
four   were   played   on   the   same   course  
every  year:  The  John  Deere  Classic,  U.S.  
Bank   Championship,   Bridgestone   Invita-­
tional,   and  Reno-­Tahoe  Open.     Next,   the  
player   list   was   narrowed   down   to   those  
???? ??????????? ??? ????? ??????? ???????
relationship   in   consecutive   years,   and  
played  in  one  of  the  four  aforementioned  
tournaments   in   both   years.      Ultimately,  
the  data  set  consisted  of  58  players.    
?????????? ?????? ????????? ???????
cannot  be  measured  directly,  performance  
served  as  an  indirect  measure.    Since  this  
????????????????????????????????????????????
the   same   tournaments,   on   the   same  
courses,   during   consecutive   years,   it   is  
reasonable   to   assume   that   an   increase   in  
effort   (more   practice,   greater   concentra-­
tion,   less   partying   and   better   physical  
conditioning)   will   be   reflected   in   per-­
formance.    Our  theory  suggests  that  when  
???????????????????????????????????????????
??? ???????? ???? ????? ????? ????? ????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????? ??????????? ???????????????
greater   tournament   purse   sizes   will   fur-­
ther  increase  incentives,  resulting  in  even  
lower  scores.        
   To   test   the   legitimacy   of   this  
theory,   I   have   comprised   the   following  
regression  model:    
  
S  (t+1)  /  S  (t)  =    a0  +  a1  (More)  +a2  (More  
x  Prize),    
  
where   S   =   strokes;;   t   =   the   tournament  
?????????????   =  the  incentives  of  a  golfer  
??????????????????????????????????????  =  the  
prize   of   the   tournament  winner.     We  ex-­
pect  both  a1  and  a2  to  be  negative.      
   The   dependant   variable   of   the  
regression   model   is   the   ratio   of   an   indi-­
??????? ????????? ???????? ??? ???? ???????????
year   in   a   given   tournament   (2008   or  
2009)   versus   their   strokes   in   the   same  
tournament  in  the  preceding  year  (2007  or  
2008   respectively).11      The   results   of   the  
test  are  reported  on  the  next  page  in  Table  
I.  
PGA  
Steve  Stricker  (left)  and  Phil  Mickelson  (right)  enjoy  the  non-­monetary  awards  of  the  John  Deere  Classic  and  the  Masters,  respec-­
tively.    How  much  of  an  incentive  is  the  prize  money  of  different  tournaments?  
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Analysis  
  
   In  analyzing   the   results   reported  
in   Table   I,   the   a1   coefficient   shows   that  
our   results   are   inconsistent   with   our   ex-­
??????????? ???? ???? ??????? ????? ?????????.  
As   our   theory   suggests,   we   expected   in-­
centives   to   have   a   positive   relationship  
with  performance.    Since  lower  scores  are  
better,   the   regression   model   expects   a  
negative   coefficient;;   as   incentives   in-­
???????? ????????? ??????? ??????? ???????????
The   a1      variable   coefficient   shows   the  
?????????? ? ??????? ??????? ??????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????
ment  score  was  in  fact  higher,  by  0.04057  
strokes.      The   relationship   appears   to   be  
significant,  possessing  a  T-­statistic  that  is  
greater   than   the   .05   critical   value.      Fur-­
thermore,   although   it   is   not   quite   as   sig-­
nificant  ???????????????????????????????????
our   regression  model  does   indeed  have  a  
negative  coefficient.12    Its  negative  sign  is  
consistent  with   our   theory   in   that,   as   the  
????????????????? ????? ??????????? ?????????
individual  scores  will  decrease.    Although  
??????????????????????????????????????????
they   do   less   worse   in   tournaments   with  
bigger   prizes.      Ultimately,   our   findings  






   The   inconsistency   of   our   results  
allows   for   speculation   as   to   why   golfers  
perform  worse  during   years   in  which   in-­
centives   are   greater.      First,   golfers   wind  
???????????????????????????????????????????
a   result   of   poor   performance   throughout  
the   season.      Perhaps   our   results   show  
??????????????????????????????????????????
because   players   are   in   fact   playing  more  
poorly  that  season;;  hence,  they  are  on  the  
???????? ? ?????? ???????? ???? ?????? ?????
tively   to   additional   pressure   during   tour-­
???????? ????????? ????? ???? ??? ???? ???????
??????? ?????? ?????????? ?????? ??? ?????????
their   scores.      Ultimately,   we   must   ask,  
what   do   our   results   say   about   the   incen-­
tive   effects   within  
professional  golf?      
   On   the   one  
hand,   unlike   other  
traditionally   effective  
pay-­for-­performance  
schemes,   a   profes-­
??????? ????????? ???????
may   not   correlate   to  
performance,   or   out-­
put.   A   player   can  
spend   countless   additional   hours   on   the  
driving  range  preparing  for  a  tournament,  
???????????????????????????13  on  the  first  
tee.    On  the  other  hand,  performance  may  
not   be   a   plausible  measure   of   effort.      In  
fact,   golfers  may   be   trying   harder   (more  
practice,  greater  concentration,  less  party-­
ing,   better   physical   conditioning)   during  
??????? ?????? ???? ?????? ???????????? ????
not  reflect  their  effort.    While  further  tests  
attempting   to   determine   direct   measures  
of   effort   may   highlight   the   prevailing  
issue,   our   analysis   concludes   that   even  
though   golfers   get   paid   for   tournament  
????????????? ?????? ???????????????????????
that   golfers  perform  better  when  more   is  
at  stake.          
  
This   article   is   adapted   from   a   paper   for  








the  United  States  are  typically  thought  to  
Incentives,  Effort,  and  the  PGA  Tour  
Few  professional  golfers  have  the  financial  security  Tiger  Woods  has.    Others  on  the  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
Variable   Predictor   Coefficient   T-­statistic  
a0   Constant   0.986031   129.60  
a1     More   0.04057   1.97  
a2   More  x  Prize   -­0.00000003   -­1.38  
TABLE  I?Effect  of  differences  in  purse  sizes  on  tourna-­
ment  strokes  ratio    
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   You   might   think   "year   of   the  
metal   tiger"   is   a   prediction   for   the  
world's  top  golfer  to  make  a  comeback.  
Could   happen,   but   actually   it   is   from  
Chinese  astrology.  With  twelve  signs  of  
the   zodiac,   each   year   sports   a   different  
animal   archetype   (sometimes   mytho-­
logical,  as  with  Scorpio's  unicorn),  plus  
a   rotation   of   the   five   elements   (wood,  
earth,  metal,   fire,   water),   making   for   a  
cycle   of   sixty   years.   These   elements  
signify   various   energies,   for   example,  
"he   has   a   fiery   personality."   With  
sports,   the   elements   could   also   have   a  
big   influence  on  playing   conditions.   In  
horse   racing,   long   shots   have   been  
known   to   win   on   a   muddy   track,   and  
the   art   of   catching   a   ball   slick   with  
rain   does   not   show   up   on   the   stats  
sheet.      
   Real   astrology   is   not   so  much  
about   predicting   the   future,   rather   un-­
derstanding   tendencies  of   behavior.  By  
knowing  something  about  the  personal-­
ity  of  a  player,  you  have  a  better  chance  
of  anticipating  what  he  might  do  or  not  
do,  and  a  coach  could  better  understand  
the  individual  players  as  well  as  how  to  
motivate  them  as  a  team.      
   Coaches   and   players   are   con-­
stantly  'reading  the  signs.'  This  could  be  
literal,   as   in   baseball,   or   assessing   a  
player's   level   of   tiredness,   sharpness,  
etc;;   if   he   is   in   the   zone,   let   him   keep  
playing.   Astrologically,   knowing   that  
Leos   have   a   flair   for   the   dramatic,   a  
coach   might   decide   to   put   his   Leo  
player   in   the   game   so   as   to   get   the  
crowd  going  and  lift  the  team's  mood.      
   Woods   is   very   Tiger-­like   as-­
trologically.   Tigers   enjoy   loung-­
ing   around   as   if   they   are   on   vacation,  
but   they   can   quickly   switch   to   'hunt  
mode.'  Woods   is  known   for   grinding   it  
out   like   any   other   golfer,   then   pounc-­
ing  at  the  crucial  moments.  His  success-­
rate   under   pressure   is  what  makes   him  
such  a  skilled  player.  The  sign  of  Gem-­
ini   is   known   as   the   Twins   in  Western  
astrology  and  the  Tiger  in  Eastern.  Con-­
sidering   that   Tigers   also   love   to   purr  
and  cuddle,  I  suppose  the  reports  of  his  
affairs   are   not   so   surprising   either.  Be-­
cause   of   the   "twins,"   Geminis   are   also  
known  for  being  in  two  places  at  once,  so  
again,   not   too   surprising   to   have   learned  
that   there   is   another   side   to   the   all-­
American,   family-­man   golfer   image   that  
Woods   and   various   corporations   so   me-­
ticulously   displayed.   It   is   important   to  
note   that   this  "twin-­ness"   is  not  necessar-­
ily   a   positive   or   negative,   just   the   nature  
of   the   beast,   so   to   speak.   For   example,  
while  doing  one   thing,   a  Gemini  may  al-­
ready  be  planning  what  to  do  next.      
   Born   on   December   30   in   1975  
actually  gives  Woods  the  sun-­sign  of  Cap-­
ricorn   (the   Rooster),   though   born   in   the  
year   of   the   Rabbit   which   is   the   sign   of  
Cancer,   also   known   as  Moon-­Child.   Ca-­
pricorns  are  very  good  administrators  with  
business   organizational   skills   and   that  
rings  true  for  Woods,  known  to  be  one  of  
the   best   at   'managing'   a   golf   course.  The  
Cancerian   archetype   is   typically   nurtur-­
ing,   with   an   affinity   for   being   cozy   at  
home   (you   know   that   phrase,   screw   like  
rabbits).   Well,   maybe   not   just   at   home.  
The  western   symbol   for   the   sign  of  Can-­
cer  is  the  Crab  (as  in  crustacean),  and  the  
hermit   crab   is   known   for   carrying   its  
home  (a  shell)  on  its  back.      
   As  for  this  "metal  year,"  think  of  
the   qualities   of   the   chemical   element.  
Metal   is   strong,   long-­lasting,   and   has  
many   uses?reminders   for   how   to   make  
the  most  of  2010.      
   Since   Gemini   is   also   associated  
with   achievements,   as   well   as   goal   and  
business   pursuits,   do   not   be   surprised   if  
this   year   we   see   more   innovative   merg-­
ings  of  sports  and  business.  One  example  
I   have   noticed   is   that   the   Golf   Channel  
has   recently   started   a   couple   of   new  
shows,   one   featuring   John   Daly,   and   the  
other  with  renowned  golf  instructor  Hank  
Haney.      
   Astrology  also  takes  into  account  
the   planets,   but   for   the   purposes   of   this  
little  article  suffice  it  to  say  that  the  "year  
of   the   metal   tiger"   is   an   active   one,   and  
you  would   be   wise   to   keep   on   your   toes  
both  in  sports  and  life.  
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   ????? ????? ???????? ???????? ???
offer   arbitration   to   outfielder   Johnny  
???????? ???? ???????? ???????? ?????? ????
???????????????????????????????????????
form   of   these   words   before;;   salary   arbi-­
???????? ??? ???? ??? ???? ???? ???????? ?????
permanent   fixtures.   This   news   bulletin  
seems  fairly  straightforward,  but  does  this  
example   call   attention   to   a   broader   arbi-­
tration   trend   across  Major   League   Base-­
ball?  
   The   nature   of   arbitration   is  
changing.   But   before   exploring   the   sig-­
nificance   of   its   evolving   role,   it   is   first  
necessary   to   define   and   underscore   the  
?????????????? ???????? ????????????? ???????
arbitration  is  the  process  by  which  a  panel  
of   three   arbitrators   outlines   a   new   con-­
tract   between   a   player   and   a   franchise.  
Each  party  presents  a  desired  salary,  and  
the  panel  then  selects  one  of   the  two  fig-­
?????????????????????????????????????????????
-­??????? ????????????? ???????? ????? ??????
forms   of   this   process   because   a   straight  
choice  between  the  two  positions  is  made;;  
the   arbitrators   cannot   foster   a   compro-­
mise.  
   Generally,   a   player   becomes  
eligible   for   salary   arbitration   when   he   is  
without   a   contract   after   three   years   of  
service,   but   has   played   at   the   Major  
League  level  for  less  than  six  years,  mak-­
ing  him  ineligible  for  free  agency.  Certain  
????????? ????????? ??? ??? ??????? ????????
qualify  for  arbitration  after  just  two  years  
of  service  if  they  have  endured  eighty-­six  
days   of   service   in   the   preceding   season  
and  rank  among  the  top  17%  of  their  ser-­
vice  class.  Players  not  yet  entitled  to  free  
agency  must  accept  an  offer  of  arbitration  
should   their   current   team   offer   it.   If   the  
team   declines   to   offer   arbitration,   the  
??????? ??? ????? ??? ??? ????-­?????????? ????
may  sign  with  any  other  team.  
   For   players   eligible   for   free  
agency,   the   terms   of   the   system   are  
slightly   more   complex.   Many   would-­be  
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
igmatic   formula   devised   by  
the   Elias   Sports   Bureau.   In  
the   late   1980s,   as   part   of   a  
new   Collective   Bargaining  
Agreement   (CBA),   Major  
League   Baseball   and   the  
????????? ?????? ??????? ????
this   third   party   agency   to  
create   a   player   value   equa-­
tion   that   would   govern   the  
growing   trend   of   free  
agency   and   thus   increase  
competitive  balance.  
   A   Type   A   label  
indicates   that   a   player   is   in  
the  top  twenty  percent  in  his  
free   agent   class,   while   a  
Type   B   designation   indi-­
cates   he   is   in   the   top   forty  
percent.   All   other   players  
receive  no  designation  at  all.  
If  a  Type  A  player  is  offered  
but   declines   arbitration,   his  
former   team   receives   two  
additional   draft   picks   in   the  
Amateur   Draft,   one   coming  
????? ???? ????????? ???? ?????
and   one   other   supplemental  
pick   that   is   squeezed   into  
the  draft.  If  a  Type  B  player  declines  arbi-­
tration,   his   former   team   is   granted   only  
the   supplemental   pick   and   the   new   team  
renounces  nothing.  Should   a   team   fail   to  
offer   arbitration,   the   rights   to   these   draft  
picks   are   forfeited.   Therefore,   unlabeled  
free   agents   may   be   less   likely   to   be   of-­
fered  arbitration  because  they  do  not  yield  
any  draft  picks  regardless.  
   The  intrinsic  nature  of  these  sys-­
????? ???? ??????????? ?? ??????? ???????? ???
make   the   right   decision   with   regards   to  
offering   arbitration.   Granted,   there   are  
???????? ?????????? ??? ?????? ???? ???????
choice  is  an  obvious  one.  Consider  the  St.  
Louis  Cardinals   and   their   decision   to  of-­
fer  arbitration  to  outfielder  Matt  Holliday,  
a  Type  A  free  agent.  Holliday  was  widely  
considered   the   top   hitting   free   agent   on  
the  market  this  past  off-­season,  after  lead-­
ing   the   Cardinals   to   a   division   title   fol-­
lowing  a  mid-­season  trade  from  the  Oak-­
land   Athletics.   The   Cardinals   were   keen  
on  keeping  him  in  St.  Louis,  so  by  offer-­
ing  arbitration,  they  would  be  guaranteed  
to   either   retain   their   star   outfielder   or,  
should  he  decline  and  sign  elsewhere,  be  
at  least  granted  two  additional  draft  picks.  
   In   stark   contrast,   consider   the  
Philadelphia   Phillies   and   starting   pitcher  
Chan  Ho  Park,  a  Type  B  free  agent.  Park  
is   an   aging   and   inconsistent   journeyman  
who   is   more   than   replaceable.   The  
Phillies  neglected  to  offer  him  arbitration  
because   the   lure   of   an   additional   draft  
?????????????????????????????????????????
cepting  arbitration.  Park,  a  pitcher  in  low  
demand,   would   likely   accept   arbitration,  
earning   more   money   than   he   would   on  
the  open  market.  The  Phillies  would  then  
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Johnny  Damon  knows  that  MLB  teams  generally  want  
to  avoid  the  uncertainty  of  salary  arbitration.  
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be   tied   into   a   potentially   unwanted   con-­
tract.  
   The   decision   is   not   always   so  
clear-­cut,   however.   Consider   the   New  
????? ????????? ????????? ??? ???????? ?????
tration   to   Type   A   free   agent   outfielder  
Johnny   Damon.   The   Yankees   undoubt-­
edly  wished  to  retain  their  star  player  and  
World   Series   hero.   If   they   were   to   offer  
him   arbitration,   they   would   at   least   be  
guaranteed   two   additional   draft   picks  
should  he  decline  and  sign  elsewhere.  At  
first   glance,   offering   arbitration   seemed  
sensible.  However,   the  Yankees,   looking  
to  cut  costs,  were  wary  about  the  possibil-­
ity   that   he   would   accept   arbitration   and,  
coming   off   one   of   the   best   years   of   his  
career,   be   granted   his   desired   salary   and  
continue   to   eat   into   their   payroll.   The  
team  ultimately  declined   to  offer   arbitra-­
tion.  
   The   Yankees   treatment   of   the  
Damon   case   embodies   a   general   trend  
among   Major   League   Baseball   teams.  
Salary   arbitration   offers   have   steadily  
declined   over   the   past   several   decades.  
After   an   offer   has   been   made,   the   vast  
majority  of  cases  are   settled  between   the  
team   and   player   before   even   reaching  
???????????????????????????????????????????
tration  can  cause   this  phenomenon.  Con-­
sider  the  above  graph  of  arbitration  cases  
heard  over  the  past  thirty  years.  
   So  why  has  this  trend  held  true?  
For   one,   arbitration   salaries   tend   to   be  
higher   than   salaries   granted   by   the   free  
agent  market.  Let  us  consider   the  market  
for   corner   outfielders.   Last   year,   Bobby  
Abreu,   then-­fellow   New   York   Yankees  
outfielder  was  also  not  offered  arbitration,  
and   saw   his   salary   plummet   from   $16  
million  to  just  $5  million  when  he  signed  
a  one  year  contract  with  the  Los  Angeles  
Angels  in  mid-­February  of  2009.  Abreu  is  
a  year  younger  than  Damon,  had  a  better  
batting  average,  more  runs  batted   in,  and  
a   significantly   better   on-­base   percentage  
in   their   respective  walk   years.  Returning  
to   the   case   of   Johnny   Damon,   using  
Abreu  as  a  litmus,  there  is  little  doubt  that  
he   too   would   have   earned   significantly  
more  money  in  arbitration  than  in  a  weak  
open   market.   Thus,   the   Yankees   were  
smart  to  not  offer  him  arbitration  
   Although   teams   hold   a   280-­207  
all-­time   won-­loss   record   over   players   in  
arbitration  cases,   the  reality   is   that   teams  
lose   even   if   they  win.   It   is   common   that  
arbitration  inevitably  results  in  a  financial  
victory  for  the  player,  as  suggested  by  the  
inactivity   of   the   Yan-­
kees   with   regards   to  
Damon  and  Abreu  and  
substantiated   by   the  
current   case   of   Super  
Two   Tim   Lincecum.  
Lincecum,   the   two  
time  reigning  National  
League   Cy   Young  
winner   of   the   San  
Francisco  Giants,  was  not  eligible  for  free  
agency  this  past  offseason.  He  was,  how-­
ever,  without  a  contract,  and  with  a  salary  
of  less  than  $1  million  dollars  per  season,  
grossly  underpaid.  
   Lincecum   asked   for   an   arbitra-­
tion-­record   $13  million   salary,   and   even  
if  he  had  lost,  he  would  by  no  means  have  
gone  home  empty  handed.  The  notion  of  
final-­offer  arbitration  drove   the  Giants   to  
offer   him   $8   million,   knowing   that   his  
value   far   exceeded   his   previous   salary  
and   to   offer   him   anything   less   than   this  
figure   would   provoke   the   arbitrators   to  
??????? ??????????? ???????? ???????? ??????
at   worst   case,   Lincecum   would   have  
earned   in   2010   over   eight   times   the  
amount   he   earned   in   2009.   The   system  
prompts   players   to   ask   for   higher-­than-­
deserved   salaries,   knowing   they   can   al-­
????? ????? ????? ??? ?????? ??????? ?????-­good  
offer.   Lincecum   and   the   Giants   avoided  
the  risk  of  arbitration  and  agreed  to  a  two-­
year,  $23  million  contract.  
   Additionally,   according   to   the  
current  CBA,  the  player  and  club  are  ex-­
pected  to  equally  share  all  costs  of  a  hear-­
ing,  including  lawyers  and  other  represen-­
tatives.  This  alone  represents  a  significant  
investment  of  time  and  money,  making  it  
unlikely  a  team  would  offer  arbitration  to  
a   player   without   careful   consideration.  
The   psychological   costs   are   nothing   to  
write  off,  either.  
   ILR   Professor   Jim   Gross,   who  
worked   as   an   MLB   arbitrator   several  
years   ago,   recalls   one   case   in   which   a  
??????? ??? ???????? ???? ??????? ??? ????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ?????? ?????? ????? ???? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
disparaging  a  player  is  that  while  arbitra-­
tors  are  trained  to  remain  impartial,   there  
is   no   telling   whether   witnessing   this   ill-­
mannered   behavior   causes   the   empathy  
for  the  player.  Criticizing  a  player  who  is  
legally   bound   to   the   franchise   certainly  
creates   an   atmosphere   of   animosity,   one  
avoided   in   mutually   agreed   upon   con-­
tracts.  Even   if  a   team  wins  an  arbitration  
case,  it  then  must  deal  with  the  fallout  of  
a   potentially  
ego-­damaged  
superstar   who  
feels   he   is  
u n d e r p a i d .  
This   sense   of  
f r u s t r a t i o n  
may   drive  
down   the   per-­
formance   of  
the   player   who   is   now   locked   into   con-­
tract  with  his  team.    
   The   previously   mentioned   free  
agent   compensation   system   also   plays   a  
role  in  driving  down  arbitration  offers.  In  
this   outdated   system,   there   is   no   distinc-­
tion   in   value   between   the   likes   of  
Holliday   and   Milwaukee   Brewers   jour-­
neyman   relief   pitcher   LaTroy   Hawkins,  
also  a  Type  A  free  agent.  Hawkins  is  also  
deemed   as   more   valuable   than   Type   B  
outfielder   Carl   Crawford   of   the   Tampa  
Bay  Rays.  Some  good  players  receive  no  
designation   at   all,   such   as  Detroit  Tigers  
starting   pitcher   Jarrod   Washburn.   The  
sharp  fall  in  offers  the  late  1980s  is  note-­
worthy,   as   we   see   a   correlation   between  
(Continued  on  page  20)  
Although  teams  hold  a  280-­
207  all-­time  won-­loss  re-­
cord  over  players  arbitra-­
tion  cases,  the  reality  is  that  
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As  part  of  ILRCB  4030:  Collective  Bargaining  in  Sports?? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????  
  
MLB  Mock  Salary  Arbitration  Analysis  
  
          Prior  to  the  2009  season,  the  St.  Louis  Cardinals  very  nearly  went  to  arbitration  with  outfielder  Rick  Ankiel.    
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
million.    Although  the  parties  settled  the  day  of  the  hearing,*  Matt  and  Mat  analyze  the  case  and  put  them-­
selves  in  the  position  of  the  arbitrator  as  if  the  case  had  been  heard:  
The  MLB-­MLBPA  CBA  specifies  six  criteria  that  arbi-­
trators  can  consider  and  weigh  as  they  see  fit  in  their  
decision:  
1.   The  length  and  consistency  of  his  career  contribu-­
tion  
2.   ????????????????????????????????????????????  
3.   The  recent  performance  record  of  the  Club  includ-­
ing  but  not  limited  to  its  League  standing  and  at-­
tendance  as  an  indication  of  public  acceptance  
4.   The  existence  of  any  physical  or  mental  defects  
on  the  part  of  the  Player  
5.   ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
during  the  past  season  (including  but  not  limited  
to  his  overall  performance,  special  qualities  of  
leadership  and  public  appeal)  
6.   Comparative  baseball  salaries  
1.      Ankiel  is  an  especially  interesting  arbitration  case  because  of  
his  unique  history  as  a  player.     Though  he  had  accumulated  just  
over  5  years  of  MLB  experience  at  the  end  of  the  2008  season,  he  
had  made  his  major  league  debut  nearly  ten  years  earlier  in  1999  
and  won  Rookie  of  the  Year  in  2000.    Of  course,  at  that  time,  he  
was   a   20-­year-­old   phenom   as   a   left-­handed   pitcher.      His   well-­
publicized  breakdown  in  the  2001  playoffs  was  followed  by  years  
of   injuries,   eventually   leading   Ankiel   to   make   the   switch   to  
power-­hitting  outfielder,  which  he  finally  accomplished  with  his  
re-­debut  in  August  2007.    The  unique  length   and   consistency  ?  
or  inconsistency  ?  ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
for  his  arbitration  case  
  
  
2.      ?????????past  compensation  with  the  Cardinals  was  at  or  
slightly  above  the  league  minimum.    In  the  aggregate,  he  proba-­
bly  received  less  than  that,  due  to  his  time  in  the  minors  (with  a  
minor   league   contract)   in   the   mid-­2000s.      However,   he   did   re-­
ceive   a   relatively   large   signing   bonus   of   $2.5   million   when   he  
was  drafted,  as  a  pitcher,  in  1997.    
  
  
3.      Ankiel  made  his   re-­debut  on  August   9,   2007.      In   the  27  
games   after   his   call-­up,   the  Cardinals   averaged   43,828   fans   per  
game.    This  number  is  less  than  the  44,121  average  attendance  in  
the  previous  27  home  games,  as  well  as  the  43,886  average  for  all  
previous  home  games.    Despite  anecdotes  of  fan-­favoritism,  there  




4.      According  to  SI.com,  Ankiel  sustained  four  injuries  during  
the  2008  season,  the  most  serious  of  which  involved  a  sports  her-­
nia  on  September  10  that  ended  his  season.  It  should  be  noted  he  
tested  positive  for  HGH  in  2004,  but  it  is  unclear  whether  this  use  
could  have  contributed  to  the  injuries  in  2008.      
  
  
5.      Ankiel  participates  in  Cardinals  Care  Charity,  which  involves  
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
of  community   leadership   is  his  personal  charity  wine  that  bene-­
fits  stray  animals  in  St.  Louis.  
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Ankiel  was  statistically  worse  than  Nady  and  Granderson,  but  better  than  Church,  Tatis,  and  Scott.  The  aver-­
age  salary  of  our  comparable  players  was  $2.92  million,  and  so  we  determined  that  Ankiel  was  worth  more  
than  the  midpoint  between  the  two  offers  ($2.825  million).    We  thus  awarded  Ankiel  the  $3.3  million  he  de-­
manded.  
  
*The  one-­year  contract  the  Cardinals  and  Ankiel  actually  signed  was  for  $2.825?the  midpoint  of  the  two  offers  
5.  and  6.  ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
in  final-­offer  arbitration,  they  find  the  midpoint  of  the  two  offers,  look  at  similar  players,  
and  compare  these  salaries  to  the  midpoint  of  the  team  and  player  submissions.  To  decide,  
the  arbitrator  determines  whether  the  average  salary  of  these  comparable  players  is  
above  or  below  the  midpoint.    
   ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
suggest  that  these  factors  have  boosted  his  value.    Therefore,  the  parameters  for  our  com-­
parisons  remain  largely  statistical.    In  this  case,  we  used  
sabermetric  analytics,  as  well  as  other  basic  metrics  tra-­
ditionally  presented  in  hearings.    The  field  of  available  
comparable  players  was  pared  down  through  three  steps:  
  
1.      100+  outfielders  with  at  least  three  years  of  MLB  
experience  who  were  at  least  25  years  of  age.  
  
2.        25  players  with  traditional  offensive  statistics  ?  Batting  Average,  Home  Runs,  RBIs,  Slugging  
Percentage,  and  On-­Base  Percentage  ?  ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
sons.      
  
3.   Five  defensive  players  with  Value  Over  Replacement  Player  (VORP),  the  defensive  statistic  
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
  
This  process  gave  us  the  following  five  comparable  players  and  statistics  to  measure  his  contribution  this  past  season:  
Comparables   OBP   SLG   AB/HR   VORP   UZR/150   Net  Contribution   Salary  (millions)  
Ryan  Church     .346   .439   26.6   8.9   6.9   12.35   2.8  
Fernando  Tatis     .369   .484   24.8   18.5   -­5.2   15.90   1.7  
Luke  Scott     .336   .472   20.7   17.0   7.1   20.55   2.4  
Xavier  Nady     .320   .474   8.8   31.6   3.7   33.45   3.35  
Curtis  Granderson   .365   .494   25.1   41.4   -­9.4   36.70   4.35  
Rick  Ankiel       0.337   0.506   18.5   25.6   -­8.7   21.25   ???  
Why  VORP  and  UZR/150?    
These  metrics:  
?? ??? ?????????????????????
such  as  ballpark  and  
teammate  effects  
?? Account  for  all  three  as-­
pects  of  the  game  
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   A   large   percentage   of   Ameri-­
cans  will  not  be  able  to  view  most  Sat-­
urday   NCAA   football   contests.   Major  
networks  are  filled  with  games  contain-­
ing  the  best  teams  from  the  most  promi-­
nent  conferences.     For   the  average   fan,  
this   may   be   sufficient;;   but,   those   who  
wish   to   view   a   more   diverse   spectrum  
of  football  are  likely  to  miss  out.    More  
popular   teams  attract  more   fans,  which  
means   more   viewers   are   likely   to   be  
tuned   into   that  program  compared  with  
a   showing   of   a   less   prominent  
school.     The  prestige   that  a  historically  
successful  university  carries  will   figure  
into   the   broadcast   decision  much  more  
than   the   current   won-­loss   record   of   a  
given   team.   Is   this   truly   the   best   way  
for   a   network   such   as  ESPN   to   formu-­
????? ???? ???????? ?????? ???????? ???????
ence,  both  from  a  business  and  an  enter-­
tainment   standpoint?      This   article   ex-­
plores   some  of   the   finer  details  and   in-­
tricate  thoughts  regarding  this  problem.  
   The   only   time   you   will   see   a  
weekend  full  of  games  featuring  plenty  
of  non-­major   conference   schools   is   the  
first  weekend  of   the  season,  when   they  
are  the  subject  of  drastic  moral  degrada-­
tion  caused  by  a  beat-­down  from  a  per-­
ennial   powerhouse   such   as   Ohio   State  
or   Texas.   However,   a   great   exception  
was  the  classic  toppling  of  Michigan  by  
the   enormous   underdog   Appalachian  
State   Mountaineers   on   September   1st,  
2007.      The   Mountaineers,   a   Football  
Championship   Subdivision   (FCS   pow-­
erhouse  with  a  history  of  dominance  in  
1-­AA   competition,   was  written   off   be-­
fore  the  game  had  even  started.    With  a  
gutsy   and   seemingly   fearless   perform-­
ance,   they   went   on   to   pull   what   is   re-­
vered   as   the   biggest   upset   ever   in   col-­
lege  football,  dropping   the   touted  Wol-­
verines   34-­32.      This   marked   the   first  
time   in   NCAA   history   that   an   FCS  
school  defeated  a  Football  Bowl  Subdi-­
vision   (FBS)   team.1      After   a   weekend  
?????? ?????? ????????? ????????? ?????????
possibly  be  ignored,  they  slowly  slipped  
into   the   background   as   the   rest   of   their  
schedule   did   not   contain   another   FBS  
squad.      ??? ??????? ???? ??? ?? ?????? ???????
ence   and   have   not   recently   beaten   an   es-­
teemed  powerhouse,  you  can  pretty  much  
kiss   your   ESPN-­laden   days   goodbye.      A  
below  average  major  conference  team  will  
receive  exponentially  more  exposure  than  
the   greatest   FCS   team,   whose   television  
highlights   are   in   reality   few   and   far   be-­
tween.  
   A   huge   amount   of   sports   fans  
turn   to   ESPN   religiously   for   the   latest  
sports   news   and   rumors,   which   pretty  
much  has  the  monopoly  on  major  confer-­
ence   football   broadcasts.      The   network  
has  a  contract  with  each  and  every  major  
conference,   which   allows   it   to   broadcast  
an   enormous   amount   of   marquee  
games.      In   addition,   ESPN   presents   a  
large  amount  of  its  big  match-­ups  on  ABC  
(excluding  those  within  the  SEC),  in  what  
??? ??????? ?????? ??? ?????      This   pro-­
vides  ESPN  the  opportunity  to  expand  its  
influence  with   their   ability   to   show   even  
more   contests   on   a   major   network   chan-­
nel.  ESPN  has  television  contracts  with  all  
six  major  BCS  conferences:   the  Big  Ten,  
Big  East,  ACC,  SEC,  Pac-­10,  and  the  Big  
12.      The   BCS   decides   college   football  
???????????????????????????????????????
ners   all   receive   automatic   bowl  
bids.     CBS  primarily   broadcasts   only   the  
SEC   as   well   as   the   Army-­Navy   annual  
rivalry  games,  while  Fox  Sports  Network  
gets   a   share   of   a   few  Big   12   and  Pac-­10  
games.   A   historically   significant   inde-­
pendent   program,   Notre   Dame,   is   broad-­
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that  and  the  advent  of  the  Elias  rankings.  
   These   rankings   are   nonsensical  
and  are  getting  worse  each  year.  As  front  
office  executives  continue  to  favor  more  
sabermetric-­oriented   statistics,   such   as  
OPS   (on-­base   percentage   plus   slugging  
percentage)  for  hitters  and  WHIP  (walks  
plus  hits  divided  by  innings  pitched)  for  
pitchers,  which  are  absent  from  the  Elias  
formula,   the   relevance   of   these   Type  A  
and  B  labels  continue  to  fade.  Neverthe-­
less,   their  effects  still  reign  supreme.  As  
modern   evaluations   of   players   continue  
to  diverge   from   the   rankings   in   the   sys-­
tem,  it  becomes  less  likely  that  a  Type  A  
or   Type   B   designation   is   significant   or  
accurate.  And  since  a  weak  Type  A  or  B  
free   agent   is   more   likely   to   earn   more  
money   in   arbitration   than   on   the   open  
market,  he  is  likely  to  accept  an  offer  of  
arbitration   from   his   team.   Thus,   as   the  
risk   of   offering   arbitration   to   a   Type  A  
or   B   free   agent   increases,   teams   make  
fewer  offers.  
   A   final,   more   cynical   outlook  
may  view  this  flux  of  non-­tendered  play-­
ers   as   a  means   of   increasing   the   supply  
of   total   free   agents   in   the   market,   thus  
devaluing  any  particular  player.  In  other  
words,  teams  would  holistically  elect  not  
to   offer   arbitration   as   a   way   to   weaken  
the  power  of   free   agents  on   the  market.  
Moreover,   these   non-­tendered   players  
become   devalued   when   juxtaposed   to  
other  free  agents,  and  teams  may  be  able  
to  retain  them  at  a  lesser  value  than  arbi-­
tration   would   have   dictated.      This   is   a  
fascinating  hypothesis,  but  is  unlikely  as  
it  implies  collusion  among  the  thirty  ball  
clubs.  
   Weak   free   agent   markets,   eco-­
nomic   and   psychological   costs,   and   the  
absurdity  of   free  agent  designation  have  
all   driven   arbitration   offers   down   over  
the  past  years.  However,  a  new  trend  has  
emerged   that   will   continue   to   smother  
the  prevalence  of   arbitration.  Teams  are  
locking   up   their   young   stars.   Seattle  
?????????? ???????? ?????? ??????????? ???
troit   Tigers   pitcher   Justin   Verlander,  
Tampa   Bay   Rays   third   baseman   Evan  
Longoria   and   Colorado   Rockies   short-­
stop   Troy   Tulowitzki   are   all   bright  
young   players   who   have   been   granted  
long-­  term  contracts  by  their  teams  in  an  
attempt   to   avoid  going   to   arbitration.   In  
light   of   this   pattern   such   a   trend   will  
likely   continue   to   emerge   into   the   next  
decade.  
(Continued  from  page  17)  
The  prestige  that  a  his-­
torically  successful  uni-­
versity  carries  will  figure  
into  the  broadcast  deci-­
sion  much  more  than  the  
current  won-­loss  record  
of  a  given  team.  
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casted  on  the  NBC  network,  which  has  a  
contract  with  the  team  until  2013.2  
   A  major  network   such   as  ESPN  
has   the   power   to   influence   what   a   fan  
watches  by  only  broadcasting  games   that  
are  deemed  most   important.     The  control  
ESPN   exhibits   exacerbates   the   problem  
of  a  fan  of  a  league  such  as  the  Mountain  
West.      These   fans   may   only   catch   their  
team  on  national  television  once  in  a  blue  
moon.      Games   in   conferences   similar   to  
and  including  the  Mountain  West  such  as  
the   WAC   and   Sun   Belt   may   only   be  
viewed  on  smaller,  more  private  networks  
such   as   Versus   and   the   CBS   College  
Sports   Network   that   the   average   cable  
viewer  may   have   to   go   out   of   his   or   her  
way   to  obtain.     This  vicious  cycle  exem-­
plifies   why   it   is   more   than   likely   that  
these   current   dynamics   will   continue   to  
rule  the  sports  world.    The  interconnected  
nature   of   various   sports   networks   make  
the  promise  of  change  unlikely.    
   Suppose  ESPN  decided   to   com-­
pletely   change   their   ways   starting   a  
??????? ??????????? ???????????? ??? ??????
they   gave   these   conferences   a   much  
higher   level   of   national   exposure.      This  
would  involve  making  an  effort  to  free  up  
television   time   to   broadcast   non-­major  
conference   games   during   primetime  
weekend   slots.      Possibly,   the   foundation  
of   this   plan   will   help   to   quell   the   em-­
phatic   fans   of   smaller   conference-­based  
teams   who   hold   a   grievance   against   the  
bias   towards   prominent   schools.      This  
brings  us  to  the  main,  guiding  question:  Is  
it   fathomable   that  more  money  could  ac-­
tually   be  made   by   switching   a  meaning-­
less   major-­conference   game   for   a   more  
competitive  WAC   game?      I   believe   that  
the   answer   to   this   question   is   a   highly  
????????? ??????     ????? ??? ??? ?????????????
favorite  minor   conference   team   does   not  
get   the   spotlight,   seeing   a   national   net-­
work  make   the  effort   to  highlight  a   team  
of  similar  nature  is  the  next  best  thing.    In  
other   words,   small-­conference   fans   will  
likely   be   happy   to   see   any   form   of   pro-­
??????? ????? ??? ??? ???????? ????????? ???????
their  desires.    Also,  college  fans  who  nor-­
mally  only  turn  to  the  featured  games  will  
be  pleased  with  what  is  likely  to  be  a  hard
-­played,   competitive   game.      With   this  
plan   of   action,   a   wider   fan   base   can   be  
tapped   into   which   may   have   felt   ne-­
glected  for  years.  
   Perhaps,   instead   of   watching  
Ohio   State   pound   Indiana   into   submis-­
sion,   we   could   turn   an   eye   to   an   Ohio-­
Temple   game   carrying   vast   divisional  
significance.     Instead  of  looking  down  to  
these   teams   as   lesser   squads,   networks  
should  promote  these  games  as  they  are  at  
a   skill   level   comparable   to   the   mediocre  
major-­conference   teams.      Remember,  
schools   with   smaller   fan   bases   still   have  
players   that   were   standouts   and   even   all  
time   record   holders   for   their   respective  
high   schools.     A  Sun  Belt   football   game  
?????? ?? ????? ??????? ????? ????????? ????
worthless  players  not  worth  watching,  but  
first   team   all-­state   caliber   high   school  
athletes   who   may   not   have   been   a   good  
?????? ??? ???????? ???????3      Most   impor-­
tantly,   these   evenly   matched   games   are  
expected  to  be  more  competitive.    
   Success   by   sometimes   forgotten  
about  schools  is  not  treated  in  the  manner  
in  which  it  needs  to  be.    Everything  about  
a   non-­major   conference   team   getting   the  
opportunity  to  play  in  a  big  game  is  made  
much   more   difficult   given   their   back-­
ground.      With   BCS   conferences   having  
distinct   advantages   such   as   a   greater  
amount  of  exposure  as  well  as  automatic  
bids  for  conference  winners  regardless  of  
ranking,   less   well-­known   schools   barely  
stand   a   chance.      And   although   talented,  
undefeated   teams   Boise   State   and   TCU  
were  put  on  a  main  stage  this  season,  they  
were  only   given   the   chance   to  play   each  
other.      During   the   regular   season,   Boise  
State   defeated   Pac-­10   champion   Oregon  
in   an   infamous   contest,   and   TCU   took  
down   major   conference   teams   Virginia  
and  Clemson   in   addition   to   destroying   a  
Utah   team   that  had   taken  down  Alabama  
the   previous   year.      Although   these   were  
decent   victories,   neither   team   had   the  
exposure  and  the  opportunity  for  multiple  
signature   victories   to   catapult   their  
status.    
   The   previously   mentioned  
matchup   can   be   looked   at   as   a   result   of  
television   coverage   throughout   the   sea-­
son.    Unequal  television  time  affects  vot-­
ers   for   the   various   polls,   and   these   same  
?????? ????? ?? ?????? ??????? ??? ???? ?????
selection  process.4    We  can  logically  con-­
clude   that   television   contracts   affect   the  
decisions   imposed   by   the   BCS   commit-­
tee.      If   non-­BCS   Boise   State   and   TCU  
were   matched   up   with   BCS   teams,   all  
fans  could  have  had   two  very   interesting  
games   instead   of   one   questionable  
one.    And  what  if  they  would  have  gotten  
blown  out  in  both  instances?    So  be  it,  we  
would  finally  have  an  answer  to  the  ques-­
tion   if   we   should   be   wary   about   giving  
non-­BCS   schools   a   chance.      ??????? ????
the  worst  thing  after  all.  
   It  may  be  a   few  years  down   the  
road  or  it  may  never  happen  at  all,  but  the  
integration   of   non-­BCS   conferences   into  
the   web   of   the   national   media   would  
likely   have   a   profound   effect   on   college  
football.    Whether  this  effect  would  bene-­
fit   the  nation  as  a  whole  is  unknown,  but  
the  power  of  a  notion  such  as  this  is  unde-­
niable.      These   schools   can   be   viewed   as  
an   untapped   resource   of   both   entertain-­
ment   and   money.      Until   we   give   such   a  
plan   a   try   we   may   never   know   the   vast  
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TV  networks  value  the  storied  history  of  the  Notre  Dame  Irish  (left)  over  the  recent  
success  of  the  TCU  Horned  Frogs  (right).  
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Introduction  
  
   Sports   in  America  have   evolved  
into   a   highly   profitable   business.   Profes-­
sionals   in   many   leagues   now   command  
multi-­million   dollar   salaries   and   carry  
endorsement   deals   worth   even   more.    
Athletes,   coaches   and   even   officials   are  
now   highly   recognizable   public   figures.    
As   the   profitability   of   sports   has   in-­
creased,   management   has   increasingly  
treated  sports  more  like  a  business  than  a  
game.      The   financial   bottom   line   has,   in  
many   ways,   taken   precedence   over   the  
performance  on  the  field.  
   This   phenomenon   is   not   re-­
stricted   to   professional   leagues,   as  many  
big   name   college   programs   are   a   big  
money   business,   especially   in   one   of   the  
most   profitable   sports,   college   football.      
Forbes   now   reports   on   college   football,  
and   the   corporate   boardroom   and   the  
gridiron   has   become   interconnected.      In  
2010,   the   magazine   published   an   article  
on   the   most   valuable   college   football  
teams.  The  Texas  Longhorns,  who  gener-­
ated   $83   million   last   season,   topped   the  
list.      Over   a   third   of   that   money   came  
from  ticket  sales  to  seven  home  games  at  
the   newly   expanded   Darrell   K.   Royal-­
Texas   Memorial   Stadium,   while   another  
third  came  from  donations  by  alumni  and  
fans   to   get   in   line   for   season   tickets.    
Texas   also   has   sponsorship   deals   with  
Coca-­Cola   and   Gatorade   (a   PepsiCo  
product)   as   well   as  Nike   (which   paid   $1  
million   for   the   privilege   of   outfitting   the  
team).        
Analyzing   the   economic   impact  
of   a   college   team   is   very   different   from  
analyzing   a   professional   team.      College  
teams   cannot   be   bought   and   sold   on   the  
open  market.      Instead,  many  people   tend  
to  place  the  value  on  dividends,  or  what  is  
left   over   after   the   costs   of   running   the  
football   team   are   subtracted;;  Forbes   cal-­
culated  that  the  football  team  cleared  $59  
million   dollars   for   University   of   Texas  
academics  and  athletics.    Overall,  Forbes  
capitalized   the  value  of   the  Longhorns  at  
$119   million.      This   does   not   even   take  
into   account   the   advertising   a   school   re-­
ceives  from  its  college  athletic  programs.    
For   example,   applications   can   often   rise  
in  years  when  schools  have  great  seasons  
in  the  most  visible  sports.    This  phenome-­
non  is  demonstrated  at  Duke  by  an  article  
on  dukechronicle.com  which  reported  that  
??????? ???? ????? ????????? ??????????????
there  was  a  jump  of  more  than  1,000  ap-­
????????????? ? ??? ?????????? ??????? ?????????
programs  can  attract  alumni  donations   in  
general,  not  just  donations  which  are  used  
as   placeholders   for   season   tickets.      Take  
the   case   of   Oklahoma   State,   as   Forbes  
????????????????????????????????? ???????
in   gifts   from   billionaire   alumnus   T.  
Boone   Pickens   this   decade,   including  
$250   million   earmarked   for   the   athletic  
department,   whose   football   stadium   now  
?????? ???? ??????? ? ???????? ???? ????? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????
for   athletics,   there  was   still   $100  million  
which  could  be  used  for  other  things;;  this  
is  a  perfect  example  of  how  a  strong  ath-­
letic  department  and  football  program  can  
benefit  the  school  academically.    
   Still,  like  any  business,  there  are  
costs  associated  with  running  an  athletics  
program.      Facilities   management   costs  
can  be  high,  as  can  be  coach  salaries  and  
recruiting  costs.    In  fact,  according  to  the  
National  Collegiate  Scouting  Association,  
recruitment   costs   can   even   reach   seven  
figures   per   year,   with   Tennessee   paying  
$1,081,250   for   the   2007-­08   season.      To  
really  look  at  college  sports  as  a  business  
is   to   see   each   school   as   a   firm   and   each  
player  as  an  employee.     In  the  context  of  
these   revenues   and   expenses,   how  much  
is   a   student-­athlete   worth?      This   article  
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Cal  football  saw  a  26,013  person  rise  in  attendance  after  having  three  more  future  
NFL  players  on  their  roster  in  2005  than  they  had  in  2002.  
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will   analyze   NCAA   Division   One   Foot-­
ball  in  order  to  find  the  marginal  product  




   Economics   suggests   firms   will  
always   try   to   maximize   profits.      This  
means   that   their   hiring  practices  will   fall  
under  one  of   three  rules.     First,   if   the   in-­
come   generated   by   employing   one   more  
unit   of   an   input   exceeds   the   additional  
expense,  then  a  unit   is  added.    Second,  if  
the  income  generated  by  one  more  unit  of  
input   is   less   than   the   additional   expense,  
then   a   unit   is   removed.      If   the   income  
generated   by   one   more   unit   of   input   is  
equal  to  the  additional  expense,  no  further  
changes   in   that   output   are   desirable  
(Smith,   Ehrenberg   61).      Essentially   this  
means  that  you  will  continue  hiring  work-­
ers  until  it  become  too  costly  to  do  so.  
   This   concept   can   easily   be   ap-­
plied   to   sports.      Cornell   ILR   professors  
Robert   Smith   and   Ronald   Ehrenberg  
??????? ???? ???? ????????? ??? ?? ??????? ?????
increases   attendance   at   a   tournament   by  
20,000   spectator,   and   the   organizers   net  
$25   from   each   additional   fan,   the   mar-­
ginal   income   produced   by   this   star   is  
equal   to   her   marginal   product   (20,000  
fans)   times   the   marginal   revenue   of   $25  
per  fan.    Thus  her  marginal  revenue  prod-­
???????????????????????????????????????????
if   it   is   more   costly   to   have   a   player   on  
your  team  than  it  is  to  not  have  him,  then  
you   will   get   rid   of   him.      This   is   some-­
times  measured   in  weighing   on-­field   tal-­
ent   versus   off-­field   actions;;   but   can   also  
be  looked  at  from  a  monetary  cost-­benefit  
perspective.      In   the   case   of   college   foot-­
ball   teams  trying  to  maximize  profit,   this  
has   to   do   with   recruiting   and   retention  
costs.      Teams   are   considered   firms   and  
they   will   continue   to   recruit   star   players  
until   it   is   no   longer   beneficial   to   do   so.    
As  long  as  the  addition  of  that  player  will  
attract   enough   fans   to   make   the   school  
more  money  than  it  spends  to  recruit  him  
and   keep   him   on   the   team,   then   he   is   a  
worthwhile   investment.      The   physical  
product   produced   by   one   more   unit   of  
input  (player)  is  the  marginal  product  and  
in  this  case  the  marginal  product  of  each  
additional  player   is  how  many  additional  
fans   he   brings   to   the   game.        Additional  
fans  can  be  expected  to  generate  revenue  
via   ticket  sales,  parking  and  merchandise  
sales,   as  well   as   attract  more   alumni   do-­





In  order  to  interpret  how  much  a  
star   player   is   worth,   data   had   to   be   col-­
lected  on   the   amount  of   star   players   that  
were  on  college  football  teams,  as  well  as  
?????? ??????? ??????????? ????????? ? ???????
teams   were   selected,   representing   many  
different   conferences   ranging   from   the  
SEC  and  Big  Ten  to  the  Western  Athletic  
Conference   and   the   Ivy   League.      A   star  
player  will  be  defined  as  a  player  who  is  
eventually  drafted  into  the  NFL.    For  each  
team,   the   number   of   these   future   NFL  
players   from   two   separate   seasons   were  
compiled.      The   2002   and   2005   seasons  
were  selected,  allowing  three  years  in  the  
middle   to  allow  for  graduation  and  mini-­
mize  overlap  due  to  the  same  players  be-­
ing  counted  twice.      
In   2002,   the   thirty   teams   aver-­
aged   6.8   star   players   and   37,164   fans   in  
attendance  per  game,  as  compared   to  6.5  
star  players  and  38,712  in  2005.     Cornell  
in  2005  had  the  lowest  overall  attendance  
average  (5,008)  and  was  tied  with  Buffalo  
and   Cal   Poly   in   2002   for   fewest   future  
NFL  Players  (0).    Penn  State  in  2005  had  
the   highest   overall   attendance   average  
(107,567),  while  Miami  (Fl.)  in  2002  had  
the  highest  future  NFL  players  (30).      
  
Tests  and  Results:      
  
   Three  different   regressions  were  
run  in  order  to  most  accurately  determine  
the   value  of   a   college   football   star.     The  
first   shows   the   correlation   between   the  
amount   of   star   players   and   the   average  
attendance  for  the  2002  season.     There  is  
a   strong   relationship,   as   the   teams   that  
had  more   star  players  on   their   rosters  at-­
tracted   more   fans.      The   r-­square   value  
?????? ???????????????? ??????????????????
could  be  explained  by  the  presence  of  star  
players   .     With   a   p-­value   well   below.05  
and  a  t-­???????????????????????????????????
????????? ???? ?????????????? ???????????? ????
said  that  each  additional  star  player  brings  
in  an  additional  2,703  fans.      
The   second   regression   for   the  
2005  season  shows  a  similar  relationship.    
The   r-­square   value   was   slightly   lower   at  
47.5%*.      The   additional   player   variable  
was   nearly   equally   significant,   but   this  
time  the  attendance  intercept  was  slightly  
lower   and   the   3,446   coefficient   for   fans  
per  player  was  slightly  higher.      
However,   the   most   important  
regression   took   into   account   the   changes  
from  year  to  year.    For  this  third  one,  the  
number  of  star  players  and  average  atten-­
dance   from   the   2002   season   were   sub-­
tracted  from  the  2005  season.    This  means  
that   the   difference   is   indicative   of   the  
??????? ??? ???? ?????????????? ???????? ??????
dance  according  to  the  change  in  amount  
2002  Season    Regression  
R-­Square:  .5313  
Term   Estimate   t-­ratio   p-­value  
Intercept   18780.662   4.16   .0003*  
?????????????   2703.4222   5.63   <.0001*  
2005  Season    Regression  
R-­Square:  .4747  
Term   Estimate   t-­ratio   p-­value  
Intercept   16429.188   2.94   .0065*  
?????????????   3445.7287   5.03   <.0001*  
Change  Within  Schools    Regression  
R-­Square:  .1427      
Term   Estimate   t-­ratio   p-­value  
Intercept   1787.9355   1.33   .1951  
#  Players  ?   720.9065   2.16   .0396*  
NCAA  Football  
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of   star   players.      By   comparing   each  
??????? ??? ??????? ?????? ????? ???? ???? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ????? ?????? ??????????? ???? ???? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????????
institutional   factors  that  affect  attendance  
besides   number   of   star   players   (i.e.   sta-­
dium   capacity,   school   prestige,   football  
reputation).     This  is  because  the  prestige,  
reputation,   and   stadium   capacity   is   not  
likely   to   change   much   within   a   school  
after   three   years.      This   analysis   found   a  
weaker   relationship   between   star   players  
and   attendance,   but   still   a   positive   one.      
Now,  star  players  can  only  explain  14.3%  
of   the  change   in  average  attendance,  and  
each   additional   star   player   brought   only  
721   more   fans.      However,   the   .0396   p-­




   As   we   are   looking   at   economic  
impact,  the  next  step  is  to  translate  atten-­
dance   estimates   into   revenue   dollars.    
Average   season   ticket   prices   are   hard   to  
find,  but  we  will  do  a  sample  calculation  
for   the   University   of   Michigan,   which  
charged   season   ticket   holders  $50.00  per  
ticket  last  year,  according  to  the  Sporting  
News.   Using   the   third   regression   that  
compared   the   same   teams   over   the   two  
seasons   chosen,   arguably   the  most   accu-­
rate   measure,   each   additional   star   player  
brought   in   an   additional   721   fans.      Just  
looking   at   ticket   sales   revenue,   leaving  
out   concession,   merchandise   and   ticket  
license   sales,   Michigan   would   stand   to  
gain   or   lose   $36,050   per   game   for   each  
additional   star   player   they   added   or   lost.    
In   comparison,   Michigan   charges   up   to  
$49,451?tuition,  room,  board,  books  and  
personal  expenses  for  out  of   state  Michi-­
gan   upper   level   (junior   and   senior)   stu-­
??????? ?????????? ??? ???? ????????? ?????????
In   other   words,   after   only   two   games   a  
star   player   has   actually   made   his   school  
money,   even   after   his   scholarship   ex-­
penses   are   calculated.      While   this   cost  
estimate   does   not   include   recruiting   ex-­
penses,  or  the  day-­to-­day  expenses  of  the  
football  program,  it  is  clear  that  star  play-­
ers   are   real   financial   assets.      Over   the  
course   of   the   season,   Michigan,   who  
played   eight   home   games   in   2009,   stood  
to   gain   $288,400   for   each   star   player   it  
added.     Of   course,   not   every   scholarship  
given  turns  into  a  college  football  star  and  
future  NFL  player.    While  Michigan  may  
not  be  an  average  program,  one  can  get  a  
good   sense   of   what   a   money   maker   big  




   From   this   study,   it   is   apparent  
that  an  NFL  bound  player  can  statistically  
affect   the   attendance   at   a   Division   One  
Football   game.      While   14%   is   a   large  
enough  amount  of  change  to  indicate  that  
management  should  pay  attention  to  their  
players,   it   is   not   significant   to  argue   that  
putting  the  best  players  on  the  field  is  all  
that  matters  when   attracting   fans.      There  
are   many   other   uncontrolled   variables,  
including  how  many  games  a   team  wins,  
which   are   not   necessarily   contingent   on  
player   ability   alone.      The   idea   of   team  
chemistry   being   an   attraction   to   fans  
would  be  moot.    If  all  one  really  needs  to  
do   is   put   the   best   individuals   out   on   the  
field,   than  what  good   is   team  chemistry?    
The   best   individuals   do   not   always   win,  
and  so  had  attendance  been  purely  based  
on  the  players  than  winning  would  seem-­
ingly  not  matter  to  fans.    While  a  sizeable  
portion   of   college   fans   are   simply   at-­
tracted   to   trying   to   get   a   glimpse   at   the  
next  big  professional  star,  a  larger  propor-­
tion  really  cares  about  the  allegiance  they  
have   with   their   team.      This   is   evident  
when   comparing   the   third   regression   to  
the   first   two.      In   examining   attendance  
within   the  same  school,   the  addition  of  a  
star   player  makes   a  much   smaller   differ-­
ence.    This  is  due  in  large  part  to  the  fans  
who  have  an  allegiance   to   their   team,  no  
matter   the   players.         A   larger   and   more  
comprehensive   sample   size   would   give  
more  conclusive   results,  but   this   study   is  
a   helpful   look   into   just   how   valuable  
players  can  be  to  their  teams.  
  
This   article   is   adapted   from   a   paper   for  
ILRLE  2400:  Labor  Economics.  
  
   There   were   many   peculiarities  
involved   in  my  Super  Bowl  Experience  
in   Rome,   Italy,   but   if   I   had   to   pick   a  
defining   image,   it   would   be   the   rotund  
Italian  babysitter  who  was  asked  to  keep  
order   in   the   Irish   Sports   Bar.  Well,   ac-­
cording  to  the  Italians,  he  was  a  security  
guard.   Only   an   extremely   discerning  
American,   such   as   myself,   would   be  
able   to   discover   this   fact   by   looking   at  
the  back  of  his  black  jacket  and  reading  
??????????????? ?????????? ??????????????
American  definitions  though  the  back  of  
???? ?????? ??????? ????? ????? ?????????
????????????????????????????????????????
be   the   judge.   His   specific   assignment  
was  to  stand  in  the  doorway  between  the  
main   dining   room   and   the   back   dining  
room,   and   ensure   that   those   in   the   bar  
respected   quiet   hours,   which   are   im-­
posed  after  midnight  on  Sundays  in  resi-­
dential   areas   of   Rome.   Now   I   know  
what   you   are   thinking,   quiet   hours   is   a  
???????????? ??????????????????????????
ics   teacher   here   told  me  not   to  use   that  
word.     Anyways,  he  was  only  responsi-­
ble   for   the   volume,   and   not   the   protec-­
tion,   of   the   customers;;   even   if   a   fight  
broke  out,  in  no  way  would  he  be  able  to  
secure   the   room.      First,   he   carried   no  
weapon  or  club.  Second,  he  more  closely  
resembled   an   overweight   Freddie   Mer-­
cury,   although   he   felt   as   empowered   as  
Clive   Owen   in   The   International.   This  
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
ing   the   third   quarter.   We   did   not   antici-­
pate  his  return  at  the  time.  Last,  and  most  
????????????? ???? ??????????? ????? ????? ???
?????? ?????? ????? ?????????? ??? ???? ???
crease   in   volume,   and   only   provoked  
smug  grins  of  mockery.      
   This  weak   foil  was  one  of  many  
?????????????????????????? ??????????????
day   abroad.  The   Irish  Sports   bar,   located  
in  the  heart  of  Rome,  Italy,  bustled  in  an-­
ticipation   of   the   Super   Bowl.   Of   course,  
one  may  be  surprised   to  hear  of   the  exis-­
tence   and   success   of   a   giant   Irish   Sports  
Bar   in   Rome,   considering   the   following.  
First,  Italians  do  not  eat  burgers  and  fries,  
the  only   edible  dishes  on   the  menu.   Sec-­
ond,   they   only   watch   Soccer,   which   airs  
only   once   or   twice   a   week,   and   thus  
would  not  create  a  nightly  sports  customer  
for   the   bar.   And   lastly,   Italians   lack   a  
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predilection   for   dark   beer,   the   primary  
source   of   alcohol   that   flows   in   Abbey  
Theater.   Therefore,   at   first   thought,   one  
would   not   expect   an   oversized   Irish  
Sports   Bar   to   be   populated   nightly   in   a  
country  that  attributes  its  national  pride  to  
pizza  and  pasta.  But  in  understanding  that  
these   are   virtually   the  only   two   food  op-­
tions   in  Rome,   one   comes   to   understand  
the   specific   economic   niche   this   bar   ful-­
fills.     Now   include   the   fact   that  Rome   is  
located   in   the   center   of   Europe,   below  
Ireland   and   England.   When   English  
speakers   plan   to   travel   east,   Rome   be-­
comes   a   natural   lay   over.  When   tourists  
need   to   eat,   where   will   they   go?   You  
guessed   it.      This   institution   becomes   a  
hodgepodge  for  Anglo  Saxons,  regardless  
of   their   nationality,   emerging   from   cob-­
blestone  streets  and  embedded  in  the  Ro-­
man   architecture.   Its   existence   is   only  
possible   due   to   a   universal   love   among  
English   linguists   for   sports,   beer   and  
cheeseburgers.   Thus,   in   the   unique,  
?????????????????????????????????????????
the   restaurant   business   in   Italy,   this   bar  
boastfully   fulfills   a   chronic   demand   for  
those  traveling  through.    
In   watching   the   New   York   Jets  
throughout   the  AFC  playoffs  at  Abbey,   I  
could  find  myself  diplomatically  dismiss-­
ing  the  approaches  from  annoying  Bosto-­
nian   journalists,   former   Irish   rugby  play-­
ers   asking   how   many   downs   were   in   a  
series  (there  are  four  in  every  state  except  
Michigan),   and   of   course,   my   favorite,  
the   new   group   of   cute   American   abroad  
girls  who  stumbled  into  the  establishment  
??????????????????????? ???????????????????
blah  blah.    But  at  the  time  I  treated  these  
constituents   as   necessary   background  
inflictions  while  I  was  privileged  to  watch  
my   favorite   team   overachieve.  However,  
?????? ????????? ?????? ??? ??????? ????????
the  Colts,  I  realized  that  Super  Bowl  Sun-­
day   was   approaching,   making   it   my  
????????? ????? ???? ??? ???? ??? ????? ?????
that  the  event  was  done  so  in  good  taste.    
  Two  weeks  later,  I  found  myself  
sitting   in   the   backroom   of   Abbey,   this  
time  surrounded  by  my  American   family  
abroad.   This   consisted   of   a   few   home  
friends   and   others   we   had   met   and   em-­
braced  in  the  first  few  weeks  abroad.  Two  
things   happened   that   night.   First,   I   had  
the   most   special   Super   Bowl   experience  
of   my   life.   Second,   if   possible,   I   would  
like   to   never   be   outside   of   the   United  
States,   and   preferably   not   outside   of   a  
????????? ??????? ????? ??? ??? ????? ???? ??
mean   for   the   Super   Bowl.   In   regards   to  
the   first,   the   sense   of   pride   and   tradition  
propelled  by  our  similar  experiences  back  
home   immediately   connected   the   group.  
We   embraced   our   surroundings   and   nu-­
ances,   not   holding   what   was   absent   and  
had  been  replaced  in  contempt.  This  atti-­
tude  brought  on  big  smiles,  caused  one  of  
us  to  create  Super  Bowl  boxes,  another  to  
order   that   extra   round   of   beer,   and   of  
course   I   took   the   honor   of   making   the  
crude   jokes   that   tied   narratives   in   the  
game   to   world   issues.   Would   I   like   to  
bring   Peroni   beer,   Freddie,   taking   shots  
on   each   first   down,   and   everything   dis-­
??????????????????????????????????????????
No.  But  it  was  fun.  I  will  add  that  having  
the   game   start   at   half   past   midnight  
makes   for   at   least   one   Super  Bowl   chal-­
lenge.    
As   I   looked   around,   I   came   to  
love  my  American  family  abroad,  even  if  
it  lacked  the  technical  expertise,  the  cohe-­
sion,   and   the   warmth   of   my   family   and  
close  friends.  It  occurred  to  me  right  then  
that  the  Super  Bowl  is  not  about  football.  
In  fact,  we  actually  plan  the  event  as  if  it  
is   Thanksgiving.   Americans   around   the  
country   gather   in   the   homes   of   their  
friends   or   family,   eat   like   stupid   people,  
and   do   what   Americans   do   best:   con-­
sume.   Even   better,   unlike   Thanksgiving,  
you  are  not  required  to  invite  anyone,  but  
rather   you   invite   who   you   want,   which  
inevitably   does   not   involve   in-­laws   or  
those   who   need   walking   devices.   Also,  
you   are   not   required   to   eat   anything   in  
particular,  such  as  dry  meat,  yet  we  inevi-­
tably   eat   the   same   things   every   year.    
Also  awesome  is  that  on  this  holiday,  the  
TV   is   on   during   dinner.   And   you   know  
what   the  TV   sees?  A   glorious  mosaic   of  
little  kids  jumping  around  in  football   jer-­
seys,   big   smiles,   beer,   big   couches,   cen-­
tral  heating,  and   laughs.  And  this,   to  me,  
is  the  Sistine  Chapel  of  sports.    
   And   maybe   the   best   part?   We  
created   this   silly  monster.  Heck,  we   cre-­
ated   and   popularized   basketball,   hockey,  
football,  and  baseball.  All  with  the  excep-­
tion  of  hockey  were  founded  in  America.  
??? ????????? ?????????? ???? ???????? ?????
something   they   share,   like   healthcare   or  
gelatos.    These  sports  are,  and  should  be,  
celebrated   as   definitive   parts   of   our   cul-­
ture  not  just  in  the  way  that  we  report  the  
highlights  daily,  but   in   the  way   they      in-­
filtrate  and  help  define  our  society.  Is  this  
????????????????????????????? ????? ?????
one  major  sport,  it  has  four.  So  when  you  
rejoice  with  your  families  next  year,  cher-­
ish   the   bite   of   the   cheeseburger,   cherish  
that  yell,  cherish  the  beauty  of  an  Ameri-­
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American  Sports  are,  
and  should  be,  cele-­
brated  as  definitive  parts  
of  our  culture.  
NFL  










   Ramzi,  Gabe,  and  Jeff  journeyed  to  Boston  to  attend  the  fourth  annual  MIT  Sloan  
School  Sports  Analytics  Conference  on  Saturday,  March  6,  2010.    Sponsored  by  ESPN  and  
held  in  the  Boston  Convention  &  Exhibition  Center  (pictured),  the  conference  featured  
distinguished  panels  and  innovative  ideas  in  an  academic  and  
professional  setting.      Following  are  panel  recaps,  
pictures,  and  opinions  from  the  weekend.  
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AND  MORE  
????? ????? ????? ?????????????????? ????????  
   The  keynote  panel  of  the  confer-­
ence  started  off  with  an  observation  about  
itself.      Bill   Simmons   congratulated   the  
1,000+   people   in   the   auditorium   for  
?????????? ???? ??????? ???? ????? ?????? ???
??????????????????????????????? this  (the  
conference,  Moneyball,  sports  analytics  in  
general)   has   gotten   so   big,   what   are   its  
limits?  
   Simmons?ranked   as   the   eight-­
eenth   most   powerful   personality   on   me-­
?????????????????????????????????????????
second   most   twitter   followers   of   any  
other  print/online  columnist?has  a  knack  
for   connecting   to   a   broad   audience.    
When  Lewis  asked  him  what  he  disliked  
most  about  the  conference,  Simmons  says  
the  biggest  challenge  is  relating  formulas  
??? ??????????? ???????? ???????????? ? ??? ????
calculations   become  
more  complex,  and  more  accurate,  the  
average   fan   becomes   more   removed.    
Information   should   not   only   be   pre-­
sented   for   those  on   the   same   intellec-­
????? ??????? ???? ???? ????????? ?????????
??????????? ?????????? ??????? ???? ??????
Less   than   a   month   after   the   confer-­
ence,   Simmons   wrote   an   espn.com   col-­
???? ????????? ????????? ???????? ???? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
mind,   breaking   your   brain   or   causing   to  
???????????????????????????????????????????
????? ????? ??????? ? ??? ????? ???????? ????
mons   personally   researched   and   ex-­
plained  OPS,  VORP,  BABIP,  and  the  like  
to  the  reader,  and  again  used  his  dad  as  a  
detector   of   whether   each   explanation  
could   be   understood.      Could   this   panel  
and   overall   conference   have   encouraged  
Simmons  to  educate  the  masses  himself?  
   Cuban   said   that   the  
one  thing  he  disliked  
about   the  
??????????? ???? ????? ????? ?????? ??????
????????? ????? ???? ????? ????? ???? ?????????
Joke   aside,   that   statement   once   again  
brought   up   the   issue   of   competitive   ad-­
vantage.     Morey  said  he  knows   formulas  
are  going  to  eventually  get  out  over  time,  
so  he  signs  interns  to  long-­term  contracts.    
Should  the  league  play  a  role  in  informa-­
tion   distribution   and/or   analysis?     Cuban  
was   frustrated   that   the   NBA   has   tracked  
the  same  statistics  for  the  past  fifty  years,  
instead   of   more   advanced   play-­by-­play  
????? ????? ?????? ????? ?????? ??? ?????? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????
process  for  teams  is  inefficient,  but,  at  the  
same   time,   if   everyone   had   the   same   in-­
??????????? ???????? ????????????????? ????
????????  
   Kraft   said  he   thinks  quantitative  
football   measurements   are   secon-­
????? ??? ???????? ???????????
ability   to   learn,   [and]  
ability   to   perse-­
???????    The   Patriots   talk  
with   teachers   and  
coaches   as   far   back   as  
(Continued  on  page  32)  
Mark   Cuban,  Owner,  Dallas  Mavericks;;  Co-­
Founder  &  Chairman,  HDNet  
Jonathan  Kraft,  President,  The  Kraft  Group  
Michael   Lewis,  Author,  Moneyball   and  The  
Blindside  (Moderator)  
Daryl   Morey,   General   Manager,   Houston  
Rockets  
Bill  Polian,  President,  Indianapolis  Colts  
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   This  panel  on  branding  had  great  
depth   and   diversity   amongst   the   various  
speakers,  composed  of  athlete  representa-­
tion,  sponsoring  company  executives,  and  
a   journalist.   Each   panelist   agreed   about  
the  relationship  between  an  athlete  and  an  
?????????? ??????? ????????? ??????? ?????? ??
bit,   (playing   style,   team,   etc.)   but   the  
brands   that   represent   them   (i.e.   Adidas,  
Converse)  have  stood  for  the  same  princi-­
ples   for   decades.   Thus,   these   sponsors  
have   very   strict   contracts   with   their   ath-­
letes   to  avoid   tarnishing  a   reputation   that  
some  of  these  companies  have  worked  so  
hard  for  so  long  to  build.  Hudson  stressed  
that   as   strict   as   these   contracts   are,   they  
are   in   no   way   meant   to   change   the   ath-­
letes   and   what   they   stand   for;;   rather,  
sponsoring   companies   choose   which  
characteristics   of   these   athletes   which  
they  want  to  stress.    
   As   important   as   the   sponsoring  
?????????? ???? ??? ??? ?????????? ???????????
the  media   is   equally   powerful.  MacMul-­
lan  related  the  story  of  Dennis  Rodman;;  a  
five   time  NBA   champion   known   for   his  
hard  work  on   the  court   in  addition   to  his  
bad-­boy  image  and  crazy  antics  off  of  the  
court.      She   saw  Rodman   at   his   first  All-­
Star  game  in  1990  at  when  he  was  booed,  
causing   him   to   start   crying   and   ask  why  
people   hate   him.   MacMullan   explained  
that   after   this  
event,   Rodman  
began   embrac-­
ing   his   bad-­boy  
r e p u t a t i o n ,  
which   made  
him   a   house-­
hold   name   in  
future   years.  
Though  Rodman  initially  was  not  looking  
for   such   infamy,   he   embraced   what   he  
was  known  for  and  it  spun  out  of  control.    
The   development   of   the   media   showed  
???? ??????? ???????? ??? ????????? ????? ?????
most   people   would   have   wanted   to   re-­
main  private.    
   With   the   advent   of   facebook,  
twitter   and   cell   phone   cameras,   athletes  
can   have   years   of   reputation-­building  
destroyed  instantly.  While  some  have  had  
issues  with   this,   other   athletes  have   real-­
ized   just  how  exposed   they  are  and  have  
taken   advantage.   Dwight   Howard   for  
example  is  all  over  the  place.  He  is  in  TV  
commercials  and   random  youtube  videos  
showing  his  real  personality.  He  has  over  
1.5   million   followers   on   twitter   while  
maintaining   a   spotless   record  with   all   of  
his  sponsors  so  they  are  more  than  happy  
to   have   him   on   their   side.   Norman   was  
able   to  speak  on   this  as  Adidas   is  one  of  
????????????????????????  
   There   were   many   memorable  
aspects   of   this   panel,   from   idolizing  
Dwight  Howard  as  a  near  perfect  example  
to   the   personal   anecdotes   about   athletes  
like  Dennis  Rodman.  However,   the  mes-­
sage  that  stood  out  in  the  end  was  that  in  
selecting  athletes   to  sponsor,  maintaining  
the   consistent   reputation   which   their  
brand  has  built   through   the  years   is  most  
important.  De  Picciotto  summed  it  up  by  
???????? ?????????? ?????? ??? ?????? ????
do,   you   build   reputation   by   deals   you  
??????????    
-­Ramzi  
   Possibly  the  most  crowded  panel  
of   the  conference,   the  Baseball  Analytics  
group   was   placed   in   a   room   much   too  
small  to  meet  the  high  demand.  A  live  TV  
was   placed   outside   the   room   so   those  
trying   to   get   in   could   watch?clearly,  
baseball   analysis   remain   a   popular   sub-­
ject.    
   Given   the   advanced   history   of  
baseball   analysis,   what   else   is   there   to  
SWAG:  Every  attendee  received  a  conference  program,  hardcover  copy  of  Ste-­
????????????????????????????????Super  Freakonomics,  Reebok  t-­shirt,  notepad,  
uni-­ball  pen,  tote  bag,  and  the  MLB  preview  issue  of  ESPN  The  Magazine.  
ILR  ?  MIT  Connection  
  
Friday   night   before   the   confer-­
ence   we   enjoyed   a   dinner   with   distin-­
guished   MIT   Sloan   School,   and   former  
Cornell  ILR  School,  professors  Bob  McKer-­
sie   and   Tom   Kochan.      Many   significant  
contributions   to   the   field   of   labor   relations  
have   come   from   MIT   and   Cornell,   with  
McKersie   and   Kochan   possibly   the   most  
prominent.      Dean   of   the   ILR   School   from  
1971-­79,   Professor   McKersie   is   best   rec-­
ognized  for  his  Behavioral  Theory  of  Nego-­
tiations.      Professor   Kochan   was   recently  
elected   as   chair   of   the   entire   MIT   faculty  
and  ILR  students  may  recognize  his  name  
for   authoring   the   introductory   collective  
bargaining  textbook.  
At   The   Elephant  Walk   restaurant  
in   Cambridge,   MA,   all   of   us   found   great  
food   and   interesting   conversation.      The  
professors  liked  hearing  about  the  ILRSMC  
and  our  own  individual  interests.    We  were  
happy  to  hear  inside  information  from  them  
about  aspects  of  the  MIT  conference.    Jeff,  
Ramzi,  and  I   found  parallels   in  the  profes-­
?????????????????????????????????????????????
and  enjoyed  hearing  about  changes  in  ILR  
??????? ?????? ???? ?????      Everyone   had   a  
?????? ???????? ????????? ?????? ????? ????????
backgrounds   and   interests   through   this  
well-­worn  ILR  ?  MIT  path.  
-­Gabe  
Phil  de  Picciotto,  President,  Octagon    
Mike  Gorman,  Play-­by-­Play  Announcer,  Boston  Celtics  (Moderator)  
Dawn   Hudson,   Vice   Chairman,   The   Parthenon   Group;;   Former  
CEO,  Pepsi-­Cola  NA  
Jackie  MacMullan,  Sportswriter,  ESPN  
Michael  Spillane,  President  &  CEO,  Converse  
Lawrence  Norman,  Vice  President  of  Global  Basketball,  Adidas  
MIT  Sloan  Sports  Analytics  Conference  
??????????????? ??????????????  
  Baseball  Analytics  
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   Each   panel   member   in   Interna-­
tional   Expansion   really   represented   a  
different   group   of   people   in   the   sports  
world   as   it   attempts   to  go   global.  Baxter  
works   for   a   company   that   promotes   dif-­
ferent   sports   all   across   the   globe.   Gher-­
ardini   represents   an   international   move-­
ment   in   the   NBA,   coming   from   Italy.  
Gulati   understood   the   unique   globaliza-­
tion  process  with  regards  to  soccer,  bring-­
ing  the  American  game  abroad  and  bring-­
ing   the   foreign   game   inside   our   borders.  
And  Waller   challenged   the   NFL   to   also  
expand  globally.  
   Waller   first   stressed   that   there  
are  three  main  challenges  as  the  NFL  tries  
to   globalize.   1)   Potential   fans   watching  
football   for  
the   first  
time   may  
have   unre-­
alistic   ex-­
pectations,   leaving   fans   disappointed.   2)  
Football   is   one   of   only   a   few   sports  
known   to  be  of   a   certain  heritage.  Being  
????? ??? ??? ??????? ?????????? ?????????? ???
most  parts  of  the  world  really  stresses  this  
point,   which   makes   it   more   difficult   to  
attract   followers   in   other   countries.   3)  
There   are   very   few   football   players   out-­
side  of  the  US,  making  it  even  less  likely  
to  attract  followers  from  other  parts  of  the  
world.   Despite   these   challenge,   the   NFL  
has   attempted   to   globalize.   In   the   past  
three  years,   there  has  been  an  NFL  regu-­
???? ??????? ????? ??????? ??? ?????????
Wembley   Stadium.   Over   80,000   fans  
attended   each   of   the   three   games.   The  
games   brought   in   revenue   for   the   NFL  
not   only   in   ticket   sales,   but   also   in  mer-­
chandise   sales.  The  NFL   is  also  working  
on   contracting   to   broadcast   many   more  
games   in  Europe  and  across   the  globe   in  
the  future.  
   Adidas,  a  German  company,  has  
evolved   from   manufacturing   running  
shoes,   to   selling   almost   all   types   of   ath-­
letic   apparel   across   the   globe.      Baxter  
learn   from   projections?      According   to  
Dewan,  defense   is   the  final   frontier.     Al-­
though   there   have   been   many   strong   at-­
tempts   at   improving   fielding   statistics  
beyond   errors   and   put-­outs,   more   work  
needs   to  be  done.     Dewan  estimated   that  
those  basic  counting  statistics  account  for  
only  10%  of  defensive  value,  while  UZR,  
Zone   rating,   and   other   advanced  metrics  
account   for  60%?better,  but  well  below  
the  accuracy  of  advanced  offensive  calcu-­
lations.      The   hometown  Red  Sox  were   a  
popular   subject,   and   Dewan   also   esti-­
mated   that   the   Lowell/Beltre   and   Bay/
Cameron   offseason   changes   saved   60-­80  
runs   and   added   6-­8   wins   on   defense  
alone.  
   The   competitive   advantage   of  
such   statistics  was   a   crucial   theme.     Ab-­
bamondi   made   an   anal-­
ogy   between   accurate,  
??????????? ????????? ????
pine   tar.      Pine   tar   can  
help   out   an   individual  
hitter,  but  if  everyone  has  
access  to  pine  tar,  then  no  
one   has   an   advantage.    
The   value   of   baseball  
analysis   is   only   relative  
to  what  other  teams  are  doing.    In  such  an  
environment,  secrecy  is  key.     Would  Ab-­
bamondi   rather   be   slightly   smarter   than  
?????? ?????? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ??????
??????? ??? ????? ???????? ?????????? ??????
with  everyone  else?    As  a  team  executive,  
Abbamondi  would  take  whatever  pine  tar  
he   could   as   long   as   no   one   else   had   it.    
However,   as   a   former   executive   for   the  
MLB   Labor   Relations   Department,   he  
realized   that   the   search   for   subsequent  
advantages   is   becoming   costlier   for   each  
team.  
   One   interesting   question   from  
???? ????????? ????? ?????? ??? ???? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
a   better  way   of   understanding   the  make-­
up  of  young  players   they  are  considering  
drafting,   particularly   high-­schoolers.      A  
?????? ???? ???????? ??????? ?????? ????? ????
????????????????????????????????????????????
team  executives   really  want   to  know  be-­
fore   they   draft   someone   is   fortitude   and  
how  an  athlete  will  respond  to  challenges.    
Dewan   wanted   the   ability   to   better   fore-­
cast   pitcher   injuries?now   that   MLB   is  
compiling   a   detailed  medical   record   his-­
tory   available   to   all   teams,   this   might  
happen   in   the   near   future.      In   a   related  
opinion,  Tippett  wanted  to  be  able  to  bet-­
ter  project  the  career  tracks  of  all  players.    
Duquette   simply   wanted   to   produce   and  
bring  up  a  20-­game  winner;;  unfortunately  
???? ????? ??? ??????? ????? ???? ??? ??? ???
MLB  team  for  nine  years.  
   Another  question   from   the  audi-­
ence  clearly  indicated  the  types  of  confer-­
ence  attendants,  as  a  young  student  men-­
??????? ??????????? ??????????????
???????????? ??????????????
and   numerous   Black-­
Scholes   references   when  
deciding   whether   to   sign  
a   player   to   a   vesting   op-­
tion.      Rehman,   an   MBA  
who   negotiates   contracts  
for   the   D-­Backs,   knew  
the  language.    A  final  less  
enlightened,   yet   funda-­
???????? ????????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
teams   win   with   a   low   payroll,   but   other  
?????? ????????????? ??????? ? ??? ???? ????
rently   affiliated   with   a   team   wanted   to  
touch   this   one   and   potentially   call   out  
some   of   their   colleagues.      Neyer   diplo-­
matically   said   that   some   teams   simply  
???????? ????? ????presumably,   these   are  
the   teams   not   represented   at   the   confer-­
ence.  
-­Gabe  
John  Abbamondi,  Assistant  General  Manager,  St.  Louis  Cardinals  
John  Dewan,  Owner,  Baseball  Info  Solutions  
Dan  Duquette,  Owner,  Duquette  Sports  Academy  
Rob  Neyer,  Writer,  ESPN  (Moderator)  
Shiraz  Rehman,  Director  of  Baseball  Operations,  Arizona  Diamondbacks  
Tom  Tippett,  Director  of  Baseball  Information  Services,  Boston  Red  Sox  
General  Sports  
International  Expansion   David  Baxter,  President  of  Sports  Licensed  Division,  Adidas  Jessica   Gelman,  Director   of   New  Business  Development   and  Opera-­
tional  Initiatives,  The  Kraft  Sports  Group  (Moderator)  
Maurizio   Gherardini,  Senior  Vice  President   of   Basketball  Operations,  
Toronto  Raptors  
Sunil  Gulati,  President,  United  States  Soccer  Federation  &  Kraft  Soccer  
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the  only  sports  that  have  seen  an  increase  
in   the  use  of  analytics.  Football   and  soc-­
cer  have  recently  applied  such  a  decision  
making  process  both  on  and  off  the  field.  
This   panel   explored   such   trends   in   both  
sports.    
   Michael   Forde   brought   up   how  
teams   began   to   track   how  many   kilome-­
ters  a  player   runs   in  a  given  game.  Now,  
he  says,   the  struggle  
is   to   quantify   the  
impact   of   the  
amount  of  a  running  
a   player   runs.   In  
other   words,   a   player   might   be   limiting  
his  effectiveness  by  running  an  excessive  
amount   in   a   game   to   the   point  where   he  
gets  tired  late  in  the  game.    Video  gamers  
could   compare   this   to   overusing   your  
turbo   button   when   playing   FIFA.   While  
Forde  has  his  own  methods  of  quantifying  
????? ????? ???? ???? ?????? ??? ?????????
share   them  with   the  public.      Simon  Wil-­
son   discussed   the   importance   of   under-­
?????? ??????????????????? ???????????????
their   products.   His   main   point   was   that  
Adidas   globalizes   differently   per   sport.  
Adidas   uses   target   marketing   with   the  
globalization   of   their   products.   In   the  
U.S.   you   can   get   your   hands   on   Adidas  
basketball,   soccer,   tennis,   skateboarding,  
running,   baseball   and   football   apparel.  
Adidas  has  spread  many  of  these  products  
across   the   globe,   but   there   have   been  
other   audiences   targeted   as  well.  For   ex-­
ample,  Adidas  is  a  well-­known  sponsor  in  
the   Indian   Premier   League   (cricket).  
Across   the   world,   Adidas   also   sponsors  
handball,   rugby,   fencing   and  many   other  
sports.    
   Gherardini   spoke   about   the   vast  
differences   between   European   basketball  
and  the  NBA.  He  began  his  career  in  bas-­
ketball   management   in   Italy   and   now  
works   for   the   Toronto   Raptors,   an  NBA  
team   known   to   take   chances   on   foreign-­
born   players   quite   often.   Gherardini   ex-­
plained   that   Euroball   cannot   even   be  
compared  to  the  NBA.  In  Europe,  there  is  
a   promotion   and   relegation   system   in  
which  the  worst  teams  get  sent  to  a  lower  
league  and  are  replaced  by  the  winners  of  
those   lower   leagues;;   an   important   factor  
which   the   NBA   has   nothing   like.   Addi-­
tionally,  there  is  a  big  cultural  difference,  
which  pertains  not  only   to  basketball  but  
all  spectator  sports;;  in  the  U.S.,  fans  tend  
to   go   to   games   to   have   fun,   whereas   in  
Europe   fans  go   to  watch   the   game.     The  
flow   of   players   is   two   way,   as   the   best  
players   from   around   the   world   work   to  
make  it  to  the  NBA,  but  at  the  same  time  
there   are  American  players  going   abroad  
all   of   the   time,   from   Josh   Childress   and  
Brandon  Jennings  to  lesser  known  players  
who  could  not  make  the  NBA.  
   While   most   of   the   panel   spoke  
about   bringing   U.S.   sports   abroad,   Sunil  
Gulati   was   focused   on   bringing   futbol  
(soccer  to  Americans)  to  the  U.S.    Gulati  
stressed  that  the  most  important  aspect  of  
doing   so   is   to   get   Americans   to   actually  
love   the   game.   Soccer   in   the  U.S.   began  
as   a   game   played   mostly   by   immigrants  
and   children   of   a   young   age;;   however,  
this   is   changing   as   the  U.S.   Soccer   Fed-­
eration  (USSF)  and  Major  League  Soccer  
(MLS)   keep   growing.   The  MLS   is   actu-­
ally   growing   faster   than   any   of   the   four  
American   main   leagues   (NFL,   MLB,  
NBA  and  NHL),  having  added  two  teams  
in   the   past   two   seasons.   The   American  
game   has   also   been  making   great   strides  
as   this   past   summer   the   American   team  
reached  the  final  of  the  FIFA  Confedera-­
?????? ???? ????? ??????? ?????? ??????????????
cup   final   ever)   and   more   and   more  
American   players   are   playing   abroad   in  
leagues   which   are   considered   of   higher  
quality   than  MLS.   Landon  Donovan   had  
a   very   public   and   successful   trial   with  
Everton  FC  in  the  English  Premier  league  
during   this   past   spring.   As   these   Ameri-­
can  players  go  abroad,  the  MLS  is  work-­
ing  hard  to  bring  in  big  name  players  like  
David   Beckham   and   Freddie   Ljungberg.  
However,   all   of   these   big   name   players  
rumored   to   be   coming   to   America   are  
beyond   their  prime,  and  Gulati  explained  
that  he  does  not  see  the  best  current  play-­
ers   coming   to   the   MLS   anytime   soon,  
???????????    is  impossible  to  bring  a  Messi,  
?????????????????????????????????  
   This   panel   on   international   ex-­
pansion   in   the   sports  world  was  very   in-­
teresting   as   it   touched   upon   three   major  
sports  and  provided  insight  into  the  glob-­
alization  of   a  major   sports  manufacturer.  
Whether   the  MLS   can   continue   to   grow,  
or  we   see  more   foreign-­born  NBA   play-­
ers,  or  the  NFL  gains  a  successful  branch  
in   Europe,   is   yet   to   be   seen.      However,  
the   possibilities   for   the   international   ex-­
pansion  of   sports  can  continue  until  peo-­
ple   across   the   world   have   access   to   soc-­
cer,  baseball,  football,  basketball,  hockey,  
lacrosse,  cricket  and  maybe  even   the  Las  
Vegas  Invitational  Dodgeball  tournament,  
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City  Football  Club  
Paraag  Marathe,  Executive  Vice  President  of  Football  &  Busi-­
ness  Operations,  San  Francisco  49ers  
Representatives  of  Bloomberg  Sports  made  a  lunch  break  presentation  about  
their  new  fantasy  baseball  product,  which  gives  fans  access  to  more  data  than  
anywhere  else.    A  more  advanced  version  is  being  sold  to  MLB  teams.  
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The  conference  held  a  research  paper  contest,  and  four  finalists  were  given  
the  opportunity  to  present  their  findings    throughout  the  day.      
standing  the  fit  of  a  player  in  a  given  sys-­
tem   and   culture.   For   instance,   a   player  
who  excels  in  crosses  is  more  valuable  if  
he  plays  alongside  a  player  who  excels  in  
finishing   crosses.  Wilson   also  mentioned  
the   diversity   of   players   in   the   Premier  
League.   He   stressed   the   importance   of  
players   being   able   to   communicate   with  
each  other  and  sometimes  language  barri-­
ers   prevent   this   from   happening.   Also,  
Wilson   mentioned   that   some   teams   con-­
duct   psychological   tests   on   players   to  
determine  if  their  personalities  mesh  with  
the   culture   of   the   team   they   play   for.  
Sometimes,   the   culture   shock   of   playing  
?????????????????????????????????????????
duction.    
????????? ????????? ???? ???????
Marathe   to   state   that   he   will   often   trade  
skill  for  character  and  explained  that  was  
one  of  the  reasons  why  he  loves  the  49ers  
head  coach  Mike  Singletary.  Marathe  also  
noted   that   military   doctors   perform   per-­
sonality   tests   for   players   of   twenty-­two  
???? ??????? ?????????? ?????? ????????????
opinion   was   that   football   is   significantly  
behind   baseball   and   slightly   behind   bas-­
ketball   analytically.  He  defined   the   three  
types  of  analytics  in  sports  as  salary  ana-­
lytics,  player  analytics,  and   in-­game  ana-­
lytics.   Aaron   Schatz   (who   I   worked   for  
????? ??????? ???? ??????? ????? ?????? ????
panel)   agreed   that   there   were   three   clear  
different   areas   of   analytics   but   disagreed  
that   football   was   behind   the   other   sports  
in   all   areas.   Schatz   brings   up   how   NFL  
teams   now   have   quality   control   coaches.  
These   coaches   spend   long   hours   prepar-­
???? ???????? ?????? ??????????? ????????????
This   involves   repeatedly   watching   tapes  
and   transferring   plays   into   a   computer.    
Schatz   also   disputed   the   notion   that   the  
NFL   was   behind   other   leagues   in   salary  
cap  analytics.  Schatz  argued  that  because  
of   the   hard   cap   in   football   (until   this  
year),   a   business   or   legal   background   is  
crucial  for  executives.    Schatz  also  stated  
that  teams  were  starting  to  evaluate  play-­
ers  better,  and  cited   the  recent  decline  of  
pay  of  running  backs  as  a  perfect  example  
of  NFL   teams   identifying   and   correcting  
for   market   inefficiencies,   thus   not   being  
too  far  behind  their  MLB  and  NBA  coun-­
terparts.   However,   Schatz   lamented   that  
????????????????????????????????????????????
convinced  many  coaches  or   the  media   to  
be  pertinent.    
   There   were   several   other   inter-­
esting   tidbits   in   this   panel.   Forde   dis-­
cussed  the  problem  of  coaches  not  getting  
on  the  same  page  with   the  decision  mak-­
ers  at   the   top  of   the  organization.  He  ex-­
plained   that   the   reason  why   Chelsea   has  
had   five   coaches   the  past   two  and   a  half  
years   is   because   coaches   are   challenging  
the   decision   makers.   Marathe   described  
the  NFL  Combine   as   simple,   largely   un-­
reliable   data.   He   continued   that   the   first  
round   of   the   draft   is   a   beauty   contest.    
Schatz   ranted   about   how   the   Wonderlic  
test  does  not   tell   a   lot  about  a  player  but  
?????? ????? ?? ????????? ????? ??? ????????????
of  the  test  can  show  a   lot  about  a  player.  
When   Vince   Young   scored   a   six   on   his  
??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ??????????? ???? ????? ????? ??????????
made   the   effort   to   hire   a   Wonderlic  
coach.   It   showed   a   lack   of   commitment.  
The   other   interesting   draft   note   Schatz  
made   was   that   running   backs   from   the  
SEC  are  continuously  under-­drafted  while  
running  backs  from  the  Big  Ten  are  con-­
tinuously   over-­drafted   because   of   the  




With  a  sold-­out  crowd  of  1,000  from  36  
states  and  5  countries,  and  a  waiting  list  of  
over  400,  the  conference  held  great  inter-­
est  to  many.    The  organizations  with  the  
most  attendees:  
Other  well-­known  companies  represented  
include:  
  
Accenture,  Cisco  Systems,  Deloitte,  Ernst  
&  Young,  Fidelity,  General  Electric,  
Google,  IBM  Global  Business  Consulting,  
Microsoft,  Morgan  Stanley,  MTV,  Nike,  
Reebok,  Reuters.  
26   Harvard  Business  School  
25   M.I.T.  
20   M.I.T.  Sloan  
16   ESPN  
10   Kraft  Sports  Group  
10   Tufts  
8   Harvard  
7   Boston  13s  R.L.F.C.  (semi-­
professional  rugby  team)  
7   Boston  University  
7   Cornell  
7   Wharton  
6   Bloomberg  Sports  
6   Boston  Celtics  
6   Brandeis  
6   Houston  Rockets  
6   NBA  
6   UMass  
5   Babson  
5   Boston  College  
5   Brown  
5   Kellogg  School  of  Management  
5   Portland  Trail  Blazers  
General  Sports  
Keynote  Panel  
?Finance  and  other  industries  used  to  be  the  model  
for  sports  analytics.    Now,  other  business  sectors  are  
increasingly  looking  to  this  field  for  innovation  and  
creativity.?  
  
-­David  Schmittlein,  MIT  Sloan  School  Dean  
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??????? ????? ??????? ??? ????? ??? ???????????
???? ???????? ???? ??????????? ???? ?????????
????? ???????? ??? ???? ????????? ????????? ? ????
complete   salary   cap   system   is   not   re-­
vealed   to   the   public,   and   these   two   per-­
sonal  and  professional  facets  meant  Kraft  
paid   little   attention   to   outsider   analysis  
???????? ???????????????????????? ????????
??????? ? ??????? ?????????? ???? ????????? ????
cussion,   and   clarified   between   player  
personnel  decisions  and  in-­game  strategy.    
Managing   contracts   and   salaries   is   all  
about   finding   undervalued   assets,   but   in-­
game   strategy   is   in   many   ways  
????????????? ????? ????Moneyball   move-­
ment  because  of   the   importance  of   team-­
work  and  systems.  
   Lewis   introduced   Morey   as   the  
only   statistically   minded   GM   who   made  
no   attempt   to   cover-­??? ?????????? ??? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????
limitation  of  this  movement  is  relying  too  
much  on  numbers.      In   the   context   of   the  
Wall   Street   crash   and  MIT   and   Chicago  
economists   who   thought   they   knew   the  
answers,   the  most   serious  danger   for  sta-­
tistical   analysis   is   accepting   and   imple-­
menting   the   newest   formulas   blindly.    
Lewis,  of  course,   has  written  about  Wall  
Street   culture,   most   famously   in   ???????
Poker??????????????????????????????????????
anxiety   that   prevents   [managers]   from  
??????? ???? ?????? ??????????? ?????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????
supported   this   statement;;   any   successful  
organization   needs   diverse   backgrounds  
and  opinions  and  individuals  not  afraid  to  
challenge  each  other.  
   Simmons   brought   up   another  
important   question:   Once   you   have   this  
?????????? ????????????? ???? ???? ??????
office  convince   the  coaching   staff   to   im-­
plement   it?      Polian   had   an   interesting  
answer  from  the  football  perspective,  that  
coaching   analysis   is   so   advanced   and  
complicated   that   it   is   often   ahead   of   the  
front   office.      Kraft   agreed,   saying   all  
coaches   are   open   to   new   ideas,   but   are  
??????????????????????????????????????????????
an   observation   he   said   he   saw   first-­hand  
in   working   with   Bill   Parcells,   Pete   Car-­
roll,   and   Bill   Belichick.      This   conversa-­
???????????????????????????????????????????
decision   to   go   for   it   on   fourth   down  
against   the   Colts   on   November   15th.    
Probability   analysis   by   respected   mathe-­
maticians   showed   that   Belichick   made   a  
logical  decision,  but  many  fans  and  media  
voices   (including   Simmons)   disagreed   at  
???? ?????? ? ??????? ?????????? ???? ????????
decision,   but   not   for   the   reasons   others  
did?he  said  all  of  the  game-­specific  fac-­
tors   (who   was   playing   well,   who   was  
hurt,   etc.)   supported   going   for   it,   but  
could   not   be   quantified   in   the   statistical  
models.      
   When   asked    about    an  
?????????????? ??????? ??? ?????? ??????? ?????
panel  of  distinguished  owners  and  execu-­
?????? ??????? ??? ???? ??? ????? ????????
(least)   favorite   subjects:   referees.     When  
many  NBA   games   are   decided   by   just   a  
couple  of  points,  one  blown  call  can  make  
all   the   difference.      Polian   was   frustrated  
by   inconsistency,   as   one   NFL   referee  
crew   called   twenty-­seven   holding   penal-­
ties   over   the   course   of   the   season,  while  
another   crew   called   just   seven.      This  
variation   must   be   analyzed   in   the   same  
manner  every  other  game  variable   is  and  
????????????? ????? ?? ??????? ?????????? ?????
Mavericks   knew   one   NBA   official   who  
?????????????? ????????????? ?????-­seconds,  
so  they  took  advantage  of  the  situation  by  
changing  their  game  plan.  
   Another  area  of  unknown  ineffi-­
ciency   of   sport,   especially   in   basketball  
and   football,   is  psychological  evaluation.    
The  emphasis  organizations  put  on  chem-­
istry,   and  making   sure   they   have   a   team  
of  good  guys,  has  been  one  of  the  biggest  
changes  in  the  NBA  over  the  past  decade,  
according   to   Simmons.      Cuban   says   the  
Mavericks   have   an   extensive   in-­season  
psychological   testing   program   that   is  
meant   to   be   proactive,   not   reactive.    
Morey   pointed   out   some   challenges   of  
such   a   system,   where   it   can   be   difficult  
evaluating  a  twenty-­?????????????????????
yet  understand  himself.     Polian  discussed  
difficulties   in   determining   relevant   psy-­
chological   characteristics   and   then  
???????????? ????? ????? ???? ??????? ??? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????
??? ??????????? ??? ???????????????? ??? ???
?????? ???????????????? ? ????? ????????? ????
formance  matter?    Morey  and  the  Rockets  
?????? ????? ?????????? ?????? ???? ??? ????
indicators,   whereas  Cuban   and   the  Mav-­
ericks   do.      This   divergence   highlights   a  
fundamental   difference   in   opinion   about  
whether  a  player  can  consistently  perform  
better   in   certain   situations,   or   is   statisti-­
cally  predictable.      
   A   look   at   those   in   attendance  
indicates  that  executives  who  did  not  play  
the  game  professionally  are  running  more  
and  more  teams.    Does  professional  play-­
ing   experience  make   a   difference?     Sim-­
(Continued  from  page  27)  
   In  1954,  the  Ivy  League  was  offi-­
cially   formed  as  an   intercollegiate  athletic  
conference.    Fifty-­six  years  later,  its  mem-­
ber  institutions  have  founded  a  network  to  
promote  sports  business.  
                                                  The  2009  Princeton  Sports  
Symposium   and   2010   MIT  
Sloan  Sports  Analytics  Confer-­
ence   provided   a   meeting  
ground   for   like-­minded   stu-­
dents,   and   founders   Brandon  
??????? ?????? ????? ???? ??????
??????? ??????????? ????? ??????
nized  the  opportunities  an  inter
-­collegiate  network  could     pro-­
vide   to   students,   alumni,   and   profession-­
als   interested   in   sports   business.      The  
newly-­formed  network  has  already  estab-­
lished   by-­laws   and   an   executive   board  
composed   of   undergraduates   from   seven  
schools.     Additionally,  members  will   have  
access   to  a   job-­board,   receive   a  monthly  
newsletter,  and  be   invited  to  the  first-­ever  
Ivy  League  Sports  Symposium,  which  will  
be   held   Friday,   November   19,   2010   in  
Princeton,  NJ.    The  Undergraduate  Sports  
Business   Club   at   Penn,   the  
Harvard  Sports  Analysis  Collec-­
tive,   the   Yale   Undergraduate  
Sports   Entertainment   Society,  
and   our   very   own   ILRSMC  
have   formed   a   model   for   new  
clubs   starting   up   at   Brown,  
Dartmouth,   and   Prince-­
ton.      Bookmark   the      ??????????
website  at  ivysportsbusiness.com,  register  
for   free  online,  save   the  date  of   the  sym-­
posium,  and  stay   tuned   for  more  exciting  
news.  
-­Gabe  
MIT  Sloan  Sports  Analytics  Conference  
The  Ivy  League  Sports  Business  Network  
?Will  we  reach  a  point  when  [every  NBA  team]  has  
the  same  information?    Then  what  happens??  
  
-­Bill  Simmons  
????? ????? ????? ??  
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mons   said  
???????? ????
ketball  players  
have   made  








being  equal,   it  
helps   to   have  
played   the  
??????? ???????
????? ????????
played   helps  
on-­?????????????????? ?????????? ????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????
one   because   he   was   a   good   basketball  
player,   you   hire   the   best   person   for   the  
?????? ? ????? ??? ?? ?????? ???????? ???????? ??
quantitatively   analyzed   in   the   December  
2009   Sports,   Inc.   issue.      Preliminary   re-­
search   of   104   MLB   GMs   showed   that  
professional   playing   experience   by   itself  
is   correlated   with   worse-­performing  
GMs,   but   once   thirteen   other   personal,  
business,   and   baseball   background   char-­
acteristics   are   controlled   for,   every   addi-­
tional  year  of  playing  experience  has  been  
worth   up   to   half   a   win,   or   $514,070   in  
team  revenue,  at  a  p-­value  of  .4075.2    All  
four  panelists  were  in  fact  correct:  Previ-­
ous   athletes   have   made   for   worse   GMs  
(Simmons),   but   only   if   professional   ex-­
perience   comes   at   the   expense   of   educa-­
tion  or  other  background  factors  (Morey);;  
held   constant,   professional   experience   is  
an  asset  (Polian).    Most  of  all,  Cuban,  an  
entrepreneur   himself,   is   right   that   hiring  
decisions  should  follow  the  same  process  
as  any  other  business  investment.      
   Why  are  some  franchises  consis-­
tently   worse   than   others?      The   panel  
seemed   to   conclude   that  winning  organi-­
zations   start   from   the   top   down   through  
ownership.    Cuban  could  of  course  speak  
from   experience,   having   took   over   a  
Mavericks   team   that   made   a   consistent  
profit  but  had  a   .300  winning  percentage  
over   the   past   decade?there   was   no   in-­
centive   for   organizational   change,   yet  
Cuban   of   course   did   everything   differ-­
ently.    Morey  agreed  that  an  active  owner  
(albeit  not  necessarily  as  public  as  Cuban)  
is  a  good  one;;  someone  who  knows  what  
is   happening  within   his   organization   and  
is   asking   the   tough   questions.      Lewis  
pointed  out  the  self-­reinforcing  role  own-­
ers   have   played   in   the   sports   analytics  
?????????? ??? ???? ??????? ?????? ????????
speak   the  
same   objec-­
tive   and   ra-­
tional   lan-­
guage  as  busi-­
nesses   outside  
of   sports,   and  
an   intelligent  
owner   will  
naturally   want  
to   be   more  
involved.      A  
s u c c e s s f u l  
organization  
will   blend   the  
skills   and   ex-­
periences   of  
all   decision-­
makers   to  
create   the   best   overall   product   for   their  
consumer?the  fan.  
-­Gabe  
This   panel   featured   some   true  
pioneers  of  the  basketball  analytics  move-­
ment.   The   only   person   the   panel   missed  
was  Daryl  Morey,  the  GM  of  the  Houston  
Rockets   and   founder   of   the   MIT   Sloan  
Sports   Analytics   Conference   himself.    
Perhaps  more  than  all  of  the  other  panels,  
there  was  an  uneasiness  amongst  the  pan-­
elists  who  represented  teams   to  fully  dis-­
close  the  way  they  evaluate  players.  This  
makes   sense   because   a   lot   of   the   newer  
basketball   statistics   are   not   published  
while   in   other   sports   such   as   baseball,  
they   are.   Mike   Zarren   and   Mark   Cuban  
both  touched  upon  this  fact  and  expressed  
frustration   with   it.   Zarren   and   Cuban  
??????? ????? ??? ??????? ????? ?????? ????? ??
g i v e n  
t e a m  
s p e n d s  
t i m e ,  
m o n e y ,  
and   employees  only   to   retrieve   the   exact  
same   findings   that   other   teams   are   also  
????????????????????????????????????????????
say   there   was   an   outside   group   that  
tracked  how  many  deflections  each  player  
made  in  a  given  season.  Why  would  peo-­
ple  like  Mark  Cuban  want  this  to  be  avail-­
able   to   all   of   the   other   teams?      I   would  
imagine   that  his  philosophy   is   that   teams  
that  have  not  jumped  on  board  the  basket-­
ball  statistical  revolution  will  ignore  these  
statistics  even  if  published.  It  is  my  belief  
that   a   major   reason   why   certain   teams  
???????? ??????? ????? ???? ?????? ????? ???
evaluating   basketball   players   is   because  
????? ???????? ??? ?????? ?????? ???? ??????? ???
gather,  calculate,  and  make  sense  of  such  
information.  But   if   the   findings   could  be  
sent   to   the   inbox  of  a  GM,   the  effort  de-­
creases   and   there   would   be   a   greater  
probability  of  equality  amongst  GMs.    
   Kevin   Pritchard   and   Mark   Cu-­
ban   agreed   that   the   role   of   GM   has  
changed   in   the   past   ten   years.   They  
General  Sports  
Basketball  Analytics   Mark  Cuban,  Owner,  Dallas  Mavericks;;  Co-­Founder  &  Chairman,  HDNet  John  Hollinger,  Columnist,  ESPN  
Dean  Oliver,  Director  of  Quantitative  Analysis,  Denver  Nuggets  
Kevin  Pritchard,  General  Manager,  Portland  Trailblazers  
Marc  Stein,  Columnist,  ESPN  (Moderator)  
Mike   Zarren,  Assistant  General  Manager  and  Associate  Team  Counsel,  
Boston  Celtics  
The  conference  gave  organizers,  pan-­
elists,  and  attendees  time  to  network.  
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This   panel   explored   the   chang-­
ing  role  of  social  media  marketing  within  
sports  business.     A  2010  successful  mar-­
keting   strategy   must   look   fundamentally  
different   than   one   from   just   a   few   years  
ago.  
Twitter   was   the   most   popular  
subject,   as   this   recent   platform   presents  
new   challenges   and   opportunities.      Indi-­
vidual   players   are   accountable   for   what  
they   say,   and   they   face   difficulty   in   fol-­
lowing   team   or   league   rules   while   also  
expressing   themselves   personally.      Too  
often  they  hear  what  not  to  tweet,  instead  
of   how   to   tweet   effec-­
tively.     Chad  Ochochinco  
is   an   obvious   success  
story,   as   his   constant   up-­
dates   and   generally   unin-­
hibited   comments   allow   his   audience   to  
feel   a   connection.     With  856,556   current  
followers,   Rovell   said   Ochocinco   is  
?????? ????????? ????? ???? ??????????? ????
??????  
Walsh   asked   the   panelists   how  
sports   businesses   could   follow   suit.    
Teams   and   leagues   are   in   many   ways  
institutions,   and   because   they   have  more  
to   lose,   they  protect   and  defend   their   as-­
sets   and   are   more   cautious   in   adapting  
new   technology.     Yet   they  also  have   tre-­
mendous  assets  in  their  product,  and  their  
goal   should  be   to  get   the   fan   as   close   as  
????????? ??? ??????? ??????? ????? ?????? ???
found  anywhere  else.    DePaoli  cites  MLB  
????????? ???????? ???? ??? ???? ???????
application  as  a  success.    Giving  fans  the  
stressed   the   importance  of   good   commu-­
nication   between   the   GM   and   the   coach  
and  agreed  that  a  healthy  coach-­GM  rela-­
tionship   has   become   more   difficult   to  
achieve   in   recent   years.   Explaining   the  
methods   of   evaluating   players   to   the  
coaches   and   giving   them   feedback   on  
their   performance   is  much   different   than  
it  used  to  be.  Pritchard  indicated  that  cer-­
tain   coaches   have   adapted   while   others  
have   not.      Dean   Oliver   chimed   in   that  
Orlando  does  integrates  its  coaching  staff  
with  their  front  office.  
   Adjusted   Plus/Minus   was   an-­
other   topic   that   the   panelists   discussed.    
Plus/Minus  is  a  statistic  that  calculates  the  
amount   that   a   team   is   winning   or   losing  
by   when   a   given   player   is   on   the   court.  
For   instance,   LeBron   James   led   the  
league  with   a   Plus/Minus   of      871   in   the  
2008-­2009   regular   season.      In   other  
words,  when  he  was  on  the  court,  Cleve-­
land   outscored   its   opponents   by   871  
points  over  the  course  of  the  year.    There  
are   several   flaws   with   Plus/Minus.   For  
instance,  a  role  player  on  a  championship  
team   will   likely   have   an   extremely   high  
Plus/Minus.      Derek   Fisher   finished   with  
the  tenth  highest  Plus/Minus  in  the  2008-­
09   regular   season  when  clearly   his   num-­
bers   benefitted   from   playing   with   Kobe  
Bryant   and   Pau   Gasol.   However,   Ad-­
justed   Plus/Minus   takes   into   account   the  
quality  of  the  players  a  given  player  plays  
with   and   against   throughout   the   whole  
???????? ? ?????? ????????? ????????? ?????
Minus   was   extremely   low   in   the   2008-­
2009  despite  having  a  top  ten  Plus/Minus.  
Even   Adjusted   Plus/Minus   has   its   own  
flaws  as  it  does  not  directly  measure  con-­
tributions   made.   Teams   have   different  
Adjusted   Plus/Minus   systems.   Some  
teams   weight   clutch   situations,   other  
?????? ?????? ??????? ??? ???????? ?????? ??????
Pritchard  and  Cuban  agreed  that  Adjusted  
Plus/Minus   will   always   differ   based   on  
the  team.  Cuban  mentioned  that  the  Mav-­
?????????????????????? ????? ???? ????????
in   the   last   few   years.   He   admits   that   he  
???????? ???? ????? ???????? ????? ?????
meyer  to  a  six-­year  20  million  dollar  deal  
???????? ???? ??????? ??????? ????-­tuned   at  
the   point.   One   reason   was   that   Esch-­
??????????????????????????????????????????
Adjusted   Plus/Minus   to   be   significant.  
John   Hollinger   declared   that   Adjusted  
Plus/Minus  is  more  important  to  compare  
players  on   your  own   team  as  opposed   to  
compare  players  between  teams.  This  was  
one   of   the   most   important   points   made.  
???? ????? ??? ?? ??????? ???
fense,  the  defensive  system,  or  simply  the  
styles  of  teammates  around  the  player  can  
???????????????????????????????????  
   My   favorite  point   that  Hollinger  
made   was   that   players  
?????? ???? ????????? ?????
they   pass   it   to   a   player  
who  gets  fouled  in  the  act  
of   shooting   and   miss   the  
shot.   John   Stockton,   the  
all-­time   NBA   assist  
leader,   played   eighteen  
seasons   of   his   career  
alongside   Karl   Malone,  
the   free-­throws   leader   in  
NBA  history.     Over   these  
eighteen   seasons,   Malone  
made  9,619  free-­throws  in  
the   regular   season   and  
1,223   free-­throws   in   the  
playoffs.   Stockton   clearly  
???????? ???????? ?????
5,000  more  assists   for   the  
10,000-­plus   free-­throws  
the   Mailman   delivered  
because   a   majority   of   his  
free-­throws   were   a   result  
??? ?????? ????????? ????????
?????????? ??? ?????????
own   hard   work.   But   he  
does   deserve   some   credit  
that  he  will  never  appropriately  be  given.  
The  most  shocking  statement  of  the  panel  
was   made   by  Mark   Cuban.   He   declared  
that   he   liked   the   salary   cap   because   it  
facilitates   competitiveness.   He   loves   the  
challenge   of   managing   the   cap   and   says  
????? ???? ??????????????????? ???? ??? ???????
an  unlimited  amount  to  spend  on  players.  
I   think   that   most   owners   who   have   as  
much  money  as  Cuban  would  disagree.    
-­Jeff    
MIT  Sloan  Sports  Analytics  Conference  
Social  Media  Marketing  
?Nate  [Silver]  can  bring  some-­
????????????????????????????????
would  like  to  think  that  I  can  bring  
something  from  a  personality  and  
?????????????????????????????????
show  up  in  numbers.    Some  or-­
ganizations  mesh  these  skills  to-­




a  flat  butt,  not  a  high  butt,  usually  
????????????????????????????????
These  are  little  things  that  only  
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opportunity   to   watch   live   games   on   their  
phone   for   only   $10,   At-­Bat   brings   live  
????????? ??? ???? ????? ??? ???? ???????????
hand.      This   product   is   clearly   in   demand,  
as  it  is  current  top-­selling  sports  app  in  the  
App  Store..  
????? ??????????? ?????? ????? ??
product   as   popular   as   live   baseball   to  
broadcast,   it   is   imperative   that   their   mar-­
keting   efforts   still   create   a   connection   to  
their   consumer.      Social   media   cannot   be  
outsourced   to   an   outside   company,   as   the  
product  must  come  from  within  and  reflect  
the  direction  and  attitude  of  the  entire  com-­
pany.  Yet   twitter   feeds  must   also   reflect   a  
personal  voice,  as  a  twitter  account  entitled  
??????????????????????????????????????????
broad   to   attract   a   strong   audience.     Social  
media  now  is  in  many  ways  all  about  per-­
sonalization  and  finding  a  niche,  and  an  all
-­encompassing,  bureaucratic  approach  will  
not   work.      Kessler,   CEO   of   a   consumer  
??????? ????????? ?????? ???????? ?????? ??? ??
dialogue,  not  a  one-­???????????????????????
forms  are  about  starting  a  conversation  and  
creating  engagement,  not  simply  pushing  a  
product.    Ma  recounted  one  time  Shaquille  
??????? ??????????? ??????????? ??????? ??????
saying   he   was   at   one   particular   mall   in  
North  Carolina,  and  the  first  person  to  find  
him  would  get  free  movie  tickets?he  was  
found   in   three  minutes.      Business   promo-­
tional  employees  will  likely  not  be  as  easy  
to  spot  in  a  crowd  as  Shaq,  but  such  a  simi-­
lar   viral   marketing   event   could   still   be  
quite  successful  for  a  sports  organization.  
What   are   some   of   the   results   of  
new  social  media  marketing?    Local  televi-­
sion   and   radio   stations   initially   said  MLB  
At-­Bat  would   take  away   their  viewers  and  
listeners,  but  it  turned  out  ratings  generally  
increased   in   accordance   to   At-­Bat   sales.    
With  many  new  media  platforms  available,  
there   is   simply   a   lot   more   content   avail-­
able,   and   consumers   now   consume   more.    
Rovell  follows  400  twitter  accounts,  and  he  
says  that  doing  so  makes  him  a  better  jour-­
???????? ? ???????????? ????????? ??????? ??????
always  apply?Ma  has  successfully  started  
multiple   sports   internet   businesses   that  
focused   on   gaining   exposure   and   building  
up   an   audience   before   making   money.    
Additionally,   the   social   media   market   is  
expanding;;   demographic   analysis   of   these  
markets   are   becoming   increasingly   valu-­
able,   and   also   points   out   older   consumers  
growing   more   comfortable   with   the   new  
technology.      As   social   media   marketing  
continues   evolving,   it   presents   new   chal-­
lenges   and  great   opportunity   for   all   sports  
businesses.  
-­Gabe  
   Data   access,   analysis,   and  
competitive   balance   topics   came   up   of-­
ten   throughout   the   conference.      Mark  
Cuban   was   frustrated   that   the   NBA  
????????? ????? ?????? ?? and   share   with  
teams?certain   statistics.      Bill   Simmons  
challenged  the  mass  media  to  make  ana-­
lytics  understandable  to  the  average  fan.    
Statistical   analysis   in   team   front   offices  
was  an  obvious  focus  of  the  conference,  












in  the  Emerging  Analytics  panel.    And  St.  
Louis   Cardinals   Assistant   GM   John   Ab-­
bamondi   asked   whether   all   this   new  
knowledge  is  really  an  advantage,  if  eve-­
ryone  else  knows  the  same  thing.  
   How   are   these   themes   related  
to  one  another?    No  analysis  can  be  per-­
formed  without  data.    Baseball   is  a  sport  
that   lends   itself   to   quantitative   analysis,  
as   fans   have   been   reading   boxscores  
since   1859.      Over   a   century   worth   of  
baseball  play-­by-­play  data  is  available  for  
free   on   baseball1.com.      This   public   ac-­
cessibility   may   explain   why   the   knowl-­
edge   of   well-­informed   baseball   fans   is  
??????????????????????????????????????????
front-­office,   and   also   why   baseball   as   a  
sport  may  be  the  most  advanced  statisti-­
???????????????? ???????????? ?????????????????
basketball,   football,   hockey,   and   soccer  
teams  attempt  to  quantify  the  more  quali-­
tative   aspects   of   their   sports,   will   this  
resulting   information   be   made   available  
to  the  public?    Will  these  fans  be  able  to  
follow,   understand,   and   criticize   their  
??????? ????????-­making   process?      Can  
??????????????????????????????????????????
common   data-­   (and   knowledge-­)   base?    
And   do   advanced   analytics   even   make  
for  a  better  product?  












   ?????????? ???????? ????? ????
statistical  advice,  available  (for  a  price)  to  
both   teams   and   fans,   is   an   interesting  
development.      Even   if   their   product  
proves   to   be   sound,   how   much   of   an  
advantage   is   it   when   an   opponent   has  
the   same   knowledge?      Bill   Polian   men-­
tioned   that   the   Colts   and   Patriots   sub-­
scribe   to   the   same   analytics   company,  
but  this  company  limits  its  customers  to  5
-­6   NFL   teams   so   their   advice   will   still  
have   value.      The   success   of   these   two  
rivals   show   that   their   decision-­makers  
know  what   they  are  doing,  but   their  fans  
just   have   to   trust   Polian   and   Belichek.    
Moneyball   successfully   publicized   a   sta-­
tistical   movement   to   the   public,   but   will  
fans   have   the   opportunity   to   follow   the  





Gabe,  Ramzi,  and  Jeff  enjoyed  the  content,  atmosphere,  and  networking  
opportunities  of  the  conference,  and  look  forward  to  returning  next  spring.  
General  Sports  






   Back  in  the  days  when  men  were  men,  nobody  worried  about  pitch  counts.  Ed  Walsh  threw  464  innings  in  
1908.  If  you  tried  to  take  him  out  of  a  game  after  100  pitches,  he'd  probably  tell  you  he  had  at  least  another  200  
pitches  in  him.  Despite  the  recent  efforts  of  Nolan  Ryan  and  the  Texas  Rangers  to  go  back  to  the  old  days  of  not  
counting  pitches,  the  rest  of  baseball  still  does  so,  so  we  might  as  well  pay  attention  to  it.    
   These  days,  a  starting  pitcher  is  usually  taken  out  after  around  100-­110  pitches.  Sometimes,  this  means  
taking  out  a  pitcher  throwing  a  shutout  in  the  6th  inning  because  he  had  reached  the  100  pitch  limit.  There  are  two  
ways  for  a  team  to  get  around  this  predicament:  letting  the  pitcher  throw  more  pitches  (which  could  potentially  
increase  the  risk  of  injury),  or  increasing  pitching  efficiency  (i.e.,  throwing  fewer  pitches  per  at  bat).  This  article  
explores  the  latter.  
     It  takes  at  least  three  pitches  to  strike  someone  out,  but  only  one  is  required  to  get  an  out  on  a  ball  in  play.  
Therefore,  conventional  wisdom  says  that  a  pitcher  could  decrease  his  pitch  count  by  not  attempting  to  strike  out  
every  batter.  This  is  called  pitching  to  contact.  That  seems  good  enough  for  most  fans,  but  is  it  true?    
   A  strikeout  results  in  an  out  100%  of  the  time  (ignoring  the  rare  dropped  third  strike),  but  a  ball  in  play  
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
in  more  pitches  having  to  be  thrown  to  those  additional  batters.  On  one  hand,  more  strikeouts  lead  to  more  
pitches  per  at  bat,  but  also  lead  to  fewer  batters  coming  to  the  plate.  On  the  other,  more  balls  in  play  (fewer  strike-­
outs)  leads  to  fewer  pitches  per  at  bat,  but  also  leads  to  more  batters  coming  to  the  plate.  It  is  difficult  for  a  pitcher  
to  change  his  style,  so  he  is  essentially  stuck  with  what  his  natural  talents  have  given  him.  So  holding  all  else  con-­
stant,  which  type  of  pitcher  is  more  efficient  with  his  pitch  count?    
   According  to  Retrosheet  game  logs  from  1993  to  the  present,  the  average  strikeout  requires  4.8  pitches,  
the  average  walk  takes  5.5  pitches,  and  the  average  at-­bat  when  the  ball  is  put  into  play  takes  3.3  pitches.  Before  
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-­-­ground  ball  
specialists,  high-­strikeout  pitchers,  high-­walk  pitchers  (see  footnotes).  So  these  averages  seem  applicable  to  all  
pitchers,  whether  they  follow  the  norm  or  are  unusual  cases  like  the  high-­strikeout,  low-­contact  A.J.  Burnett  or  the  
low-­strikeout,  high-­contact  Joel  Piniero  .We  can  use  these  pitch-­count  estimates  to  see  how  an  increased  strikeout  
rate  affects  a  pitch  count.  
   How  about  a  real-­life  test  of  the  estimator?  Joba  Chamberlain  has  received  some  criticism  from  main-­
stream  media-­types  about  needing  to  be  more  efficient  with  his  pitches,  so  he's  as  good  an  example  as  any.  Joba  
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
ber  of  pitches  per  result,  and  you  get  2,706  pitches  thrown.  How  many  did  he  actually  thrown  this  year?  2,733.  
That  difference  of  27  pitches  might  seem  like  a  lot  to  miss  by,  but  it  is  only  less  than  one  pitch  per  start.  
   ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
walks,  and  one  home  run.  If  30%  of  balls  in  play  fall  in  for  hits,  that  also  means  that  there  are  10  hits  allowed  in  
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
   What  about  games  that  aren't  normal,  like  one  where  the  pitcher  racks  up  a  ton  of  strikeouts?    
   Here's  an  extreme  example:  Take  the  exact  pitching  line  from  above,  but  change  strikeouts  from  6  to  27.  
So  the  new  pitching  line  is  9  IP,  27  strikeouts,  4  BB.  Notice  that  the  home  run  has  now  gone  missing  from  the  
pitching  line.  In  the  first  example,  a  home  run  occurred  once  every  36  balls  in  play.  In  this  example  where  the  
pitcher  either  strikes  out  or  walks  each  batter,  there  are  no  balls  in  play,  and  therefore  no  home  runs.  Using  the  
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
pitcher  would  throw  in  a  9  inning  game.  
   Let's  look  at  the  other  extreme-­-­a  pitcher  who  doesn't  strike  out  a  single  batter  the  entire  game.  Such  a  
pitcher  would  face,  on  average,  44  batters  per  game,  allowing  12.7  hits  per  game,  4  walks  and  about  one  home  run.  
The  number  of  hits  allowed  is  simply  an  illustration  which  assumes  that  30%  of  all  balls  in  play  land  in  for  hits.  
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
with  no  strikeouts.  What  matters  here  is  that  all  non-­strikeout  and  non-­walk  plate  appearances  end  in  3.3  pitches,  
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????  
   With  this  model,  these  two  examples  show  that  even  at  the  extreme  ends  of  the  spectrum,  the  amount  of  
batters  you  strike  out,  holding  all  else  constant,  makes  virtually  no  difference  in  terms  of  pitch  count  efficiency-­-­in  
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
every  possible  strikeout  total,  from  zero  to  27,  holding  all  else  constant:  
   The  maximum  value  is  154,  and  the  minimum  value  is  151.6.  In  practical  terms,  there  is  not  much  of  a  
difference.  So  what  did  we  learn  from  this  exercise?  The  pitcher  with  no  strikeouts  would  be  expected  to  throw  154  
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-­strikeout  pitcher  would  
be  expected  to  throw  just  under  152  pitches.  Given  a  constant  walk  rate  and  balls  in  play  out  percentage,  this  model  
shows  that,  even  in  the  most  extreme  cases,  striking  out  lots  of  batters  will  not  increase  your  pitch  count.  In  fact,  it  For  more  information  on  Sports,  Inc.  or  the  ILR  Sports  Management  Club,  
please  contact  club  co-­presidents  Gabe  
Gershenfeld  at  gcg29@cornell.edu  or  
Jeff  Lebow  at  jhl96@cornell.edu.  
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????e  key-­
note  panel  of  the  2010  MIT  Sloan  Sports  Analytics  Conference.    Read  Spo ? ??? ?? ?coverage  of  the  event,  starting  on  page  26.  
